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ABSTRACT
THE ROLE OF FEATURE ACCESSIBILITY IN
MEMORY CONJUNCTION ERRORS
SEPTEMBER 2006
MUNGCHEN WONG, B.A.. UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Caren M. Rotello
Memory conjunction error is a common phenomenon that occurs when we
incorrectly combine parts of previously experienced memories to create an entirely new
memory7 . For example, such an error has occurred when a person remembers seeing the
word Toothache after viewing the words toothpick and earache instead. Two theories
have been proposed in the literature to account for the mechanisms underlying such
errors. In one account, memory' conjunction errors occur because features stored in
episodic memory' are incorrectly conjoined. In another account, memory 7 conjunction
errors occur simply because conjunction lures seems familiar. In an attempt to distinguish
the two theories, the current research focuses on the differences between retrieval
mechanisms. Experiment 1 introduces and examines an important factor, the accessibility
of episodic features. Experiment 2 further confirms that feature accessibility plays an
important role in the occurrence of feature errors. Experiment 3 investigates the retrieval
dynamics of the two types of episodic features. The current data pose major problems for
the binding theory's claim about a feature binding process occurring at retrieval. Taken as
a whole, the current data also show that unified events can be represented differently in
episodic memory depending on the nature of the associated features.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Memory conjunction errors
A common phenomenon that occurs when we falsely recognize a novel event that
contains elements of previously experienced events is called "memory conjunction
errors”. For example. John is at a business gathering and is talking to Tim. who is
drinking coffee, and Mike, who is eating a donut. Later, John discovers a coffee stain on
his sleeve and is immediately mad at Mike! As another example, John is introduced to
several new colleagues, including Mr. Gillcrest and Mr. Rosemond. He then incorrectly
refers to one of them as "Mr. Rosecrest”. While memory conjunction errors may seem
trivial since they occur quite frequently in everyday life, it is quite fascinating how they
are typically reported as vivid and 'phenomenally real’. There are several critical
questions that we must ask. What are the underlying mechanisms that produce memory
conjunction errors? What does this reveal to us about our episodic memory system?
These questions were initially investigated in the early 1970s, but the pace of this
research really picked up two decades later.
Understanding the occurrence of memory' conjunction errors certainly has
practical value. Take the example brought up earlier. John could be extremely confident
that it was Mike who spilled the coffee on his favorite shirt, despite the fact that it was
actually a false memory. In this example, being ignorant or oblivious about the source of
the error may not necessarily create any adverse consequences for John (other than
perhaps earning him a bad reputation as someone who makes false accusations).
However, memory conjunction errors could have immense repercussions during
situations in which eyewitness accuracy is important (e.g., in the legal system). For
example, a witness to a crime might claim to have seen an individual's face when in fact
he or she had actually seen several faces that, when taken together, contained most of the
facial features of the accused individual.
Understanding the mechanisms underlying memory conjunction errors also has
theoretical significance. In episodic memory research, one of the most fundamental
questions is: How are we able to integrate various individual events or components that
we encounter in everyday life into a coherent whole that we experience as memory?
Many memory researchers have postulated that there is a feature binding mechanism that
allows for the cohesive nature of our episodic memories. In other words, all the
individual episodic events we encounter are combined to form a coherent representation,
what some researchers refer to as 'complex memories' (Chalfonte & Johnson, 1996;
Kroll, Knight, Metcalfe. Wolf, & Tulving, 1996: Reinitz, Lammers, & Cochran. 1992;
McClelland. 1995). For over a decade, this feature binding mechanism has been assumed
to be critical for understanding the occurrence ofmemory conjunction errors (e.g.,
Reinitz & Hannigan. 2001: Reinitz et al., 1992: Kroll et al., 1996). I will review this
theory in the next section.
In all studies of memory conjunction errors, one assumption is made about how
episodic features are integrated in memory: Episodic features are independently
represented, but are associated together in memory. The interconnected links give rise to
the representation of a whole, in which the basic units roughly correspond to the
individual features. These individual features stored in episodic memory also retain some
independence since they can be retrieved in the absence of others. This independence
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viewpoint assumes that individual episodic features are highly accessible in memory
(Reinitz et ah, 1992; Clark & Gronlund. 1996; Lamberts, 2002; Murdock. 1980).
Theoretically, however, there is alternative way in which episodic features can be
represented. According to a unitization viewpoint, episodic features or individual events
are unitized or bound together to form a representation of the whole, which is uniquely
different from the individual features (i.e., a gestalt-like representation; Anderson; 1983:
McClelland & Nystrom. 1988). This type of memory representation implies that there is
an emergent quality in our cognitive system, which enables us to absorb and integrate
knowledge through experiences without having to retain all the individual components
associated with the experience. Therefore, according to this viewpoint, the individual
episodic features would be difficult to access once they are integrated and unitized in
memory.
The distinction between the two theoretical viewpoints on how episodic features
are integrated in memory should be brought to attention in the studies of memory
conjunction errors. For one thing, it helps clarify the differences between feature binding
within a unified event (e.g.. compound words, or faces) and association between two
separate events (e.g., word pairs). The concept of feature binding (i.e., link between
features) in the study of memory conjunction errors resembles that of item-item
association in studies of associative memory, in which associative information refers to
the link between two separate items. But is the link between features the same as the one
between two separate items? In fact, they are quite different from one another, at least in
a laboratory. Unified items, such as compound words, are arguably processed as a single
conceptual unit instead of two separate units with an additional association, which is the
3
case with pairs of unrelated words. Assuming this is the case, it can be said that the link
between features is encoded more easily and naturally than the one between word pairs.
Furthermore, plausibility plays an important role in the feature binding process since the
stored features cannot be bound to form a non-word compound. In contrast, any kind of
rearrangement would be possible in unrelated item-item association.
Memory conjunction errors are typically studied by using a paradigm that was
borrowed from literature about the study of perceptual illusory conjunctions (Treisman &
Schmidt, 1982). In the memory version of the paradigm 1
,
participants first study a series
of unified items (e.g., compound words, line drawings of faces, etc.), and then perform a
recognition memory test in which they are asked to discriminate studied items from lures.
The essence of this paradigm is that different kinds of similar lures can be created in a
test to tap into the relationships between the individual components stored in episodic
memory. One type of similar lure is conjunction lures, which are created by recombining
a feature (or sets of features) of one studied item with a feature of another studied item.
Another type of similar lure is feature lures, which are created by recombining a feature
from one studied item with a new feature. There are also new lures, which are composed
of features that are not previously studied. To give a concrete example: if the two parent
words such as blackmail deadjailbird are studied, then blackbird, blackboard, shotgun
would represent a conjunction lure, a feature lure, and a new lure, respectively. Memory
conjunction errors and feature errors occur when participants falsely accept the
conjunction lures and the feature lures, respectively, as previously studied items.
1 The memory conjunction paradigm was first used by Underwood and colleagues (1973, 1976). It was
reintroduced in the early nineties by Reinitz and colleagues (1992, 1994). Since then the paradigm has been
widely used by other memory researchers.
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Memory conjunction errors have been found to occur readily with a wide variety
of materials. Verbal materials include two-syllable words (Kroll et al., 1996; Rubin, Van
Petten. Glisky. & Newberg, 1999; Underwood & Zimmerman. 1973), pseudowords made
from nonsense syllables (Reinitz et al., 1992), compound words (Jones & Atchley, 2002;
Jones & Jacoby, 2001; Jones, Jacoby, & Gellis, 2001; Jones, 2005; Lampinen, Odegard,
& Neuschatz, 2004; Odegard et al., 2005; Marsh. Hicks, & Davis, 2002; Reinitz &
Demb. 1994; Reinitz & Hannigan. 2004; Reinitz. Verfaellie. & Milberg. 1996), sentences
(Reinitz et al., 1992, McClelland. McNaughton. & Oreilly. 1995), stories (Hannigan &
Reinitz, 2003), and autobiographical events (Odegard & Lampinen, 2004). Nonverbal
materials include faces (line-drawings of faces: Hannigan & Reinitz, 2000; Kroll et al.,
1996; Reinitz & Hannigan, 2001: Reinitz et al., 1992; Reinitz, Morrissey, & Demb. 1994;
photographs of faces; Barlett & Searcy, 1998; Jones at al., 2006), and abstract symbols
(e.g., Japanese characters; Jones et al., 2006).
Two theories of memory conjunction errors
Currently, two theoretical accounts have been proposed to explain the underlying
mechanisms that give rise to memory conjunction errors. In one account, memory
conjunction errors are caused by a malfunction of a feature binding process occurring at
either encoding or retrieval. In the other account, no feature binding process is assumed;
memory conjunction errors are thought to occur simply because the conjunction lures,
which are similar to the previously studied items, elicit a feeling of familiarity during
retrieval. These two theories share some similarities, but also differ from one another in
some important ways.
5
Bindinu theory
The binding theory of memory conjunction errors was proposed by Reinitz and
colleagues (1992, 1996, 2001. and 2004). According to this theory, two types of
information are represented for every item or event '.features and their relational
information (or configuration). Features refer to low-level details (e.g., color, size, shape,
texture, etc.), which can be bound together to form a relational or configural
representation. A relational representation indicates how various features stored in
memory relate to one another. It consists of various types of inter-feature relations
(spatial, temporal, etc.). In their own words, "the parts interrelate to form a whole”
(Reinitz et al.. 1996, p. 294). To give a concrete example, for a study item such as
thumbnail, participants will encode the two features, thumb and nail
,
as well as their
configuration, thumbnail. The binding theory claims that features stored in episodic
memory will be retrieved and conjoined during retrieval, a process guided by the stored
relational information. For example, in order to identify thumbnail as a previously studied
item, a participant needs to retrieve the relational information for thumbnail.
According to this theory', there are two ways in which memory conjunction errors
can occur. One way is when an incorrect feature binding process occurs at encoding. That
is, features of the studied items are wrongly bound together at encoding. For example, if
earache and toothbrush are encoded simultaneously, subjects might wrongly encode
toothache in memory'. The other way that conjunction errors can occur is when a feature
binding process occurs at retrieval, the point at which features stored in episodic memory
are retrieved and conjoined. Since this process is guided by the stored relational
information, features of separately studied items can be wrongly bound together if the
6
original relational information is absent (either forgotten or not established in the first
place). Inaccurate recombination of features stored in episodic memory can form a new
trace of memory, creating an illusion of conscious recollection (Reinitz et ah, 1992;
Reinitz & Hannigan, 2001). For example, tooth and ache can be bound together
incorrectly at retrieval if the relational information for the original words, toothbrush and
earache , is not successfully retrieved.
Familiarity theory7
In a different approach, several researchers explain the occurrence of memory
conjunction errors in a context of dual-process model of recognition memory (Jones &
Jacoby, 2001; Jones & Atchley, 2002; Jones, 2005; Lampinen et al., 2004). The central
idea of the model is that recognition memory judgment can be based on two separate
retrieval processes,familiarity and recollection. Because previously studied items should
be more familiar than new items, participants can accept the more familiar items as
having been studied. In addition, a recognition judgment can also be influenced by a
recollection process in which participants retrieve specific aspects of the study event,
such as wrhen or how it occurred. Familiarity is assumed to be a quick and automatic
process that gives rise to a general assessment of an item's strength in memory in the
absence of any specific information. Recollection, on the other hand, is assumed to be a
relatively slow and deliberate process that leads to the retrieval of specific details
associated with a memory.
By this theory, memory conjunction errors occur because our recognition
judgment is based on the degree to which a test probe seems familiar. Test lures that are
similar to the items stored in memory' should trigger a high feeling of familiarity.
7
However, if recollection is used (i.e.. by retrieving the original studied item), it can
counteract familiarity, and therefore reduce memory conjunction errors. This
recollection-based correction of memory errors (sometimes called a recall-to-reject
process) has been well documented in the literature of recognition memory (e.g., Clark,
1992; Hintzman & Curran. 1994; McElree. Dolan. & Jacoby. 1999; Rotello. Macmillan
& Van Tassel, 2000; Jones & Jacoby, 2001; Lampinen et ah, 2004; etc.).
Unlike the binding theory, the familiarity theory explains the occurrence of
memory conjunction errors primarily in terms of retrieval mechanisms and makes no
specific claims about the role of encoding factors.
Empirical Evidence favoring the binding theory7
In the following section. I will review the empirical findings of (1) parent
proximity effects and (2) recalled or recollected memory conjunction errors, both of
which favor the binding explanation over the familiarity explanation.
Parent proximity effect
The binding theory makes specific claims that a binding mechanism at encoding
is essential in successfully linking two items. The theory further proposes that the
strength of binding can vary as a function of temporal distance between two items in
memory. The idea is that when things occur at the same time or in the same working
memory, they are more likely to be bound and remembered together (e.g.. Reinitz et al.;
2001; Renitz et al., 2004; Howard & Kahana, 2002). This theory' predicts a parent
proximity' effect of memory conjunction errors, which refers to an increase in false alarms
for a given conjunction lure when the number of intervening words separating its two
parents, the words from which the conjunction lure was created, decreases.
8
Reinitz and colleagues (2004) demonstrated the parent proximity effect in a series
of experiments in which compound words were studied in pairs (with one word presented
above the other). In the test, two types of conjunction lures were created: within-pair
conjunction lures were created from features of parent words that had occurred in the
same study pair, and between-pair compound lures were created from features of parent
words that had occurred in separate study pairs (e.g., separated by three intervening
pairs). It was found that false alarms for the within-pair conjunction lures (in the range of
0.40-0.55) were significantly higher than that for the between-pair conjunction lures (in
the range of 0.15-0.30; Reinitz & Hannigan, 2004). Such parent proximity effect was also
consistently observed with line-drawings of faces (Reinitz & Hannigan. 2001; Hannigan
& Reinitz. 2002).
The finding of a parent proximity effect on memory conjunction errors is
problematic for the standard version of familiarity theory. By this theory, familiarity is
described as a signal that emerges from a similarity matching process (item plus context)
in which the separable features present in a given test item are matched with the features
that have been stored in memory. The greater the degree of match, the stronger the
familiarity signal will be. Familiarity information can serve as a basis for making a
recognition judgment. Because there will be a greater overall match for those test items
that were studied than for those items that were not studied, the studied items will tend to
evoke a stronger familiarity signal than those that were not studied. The similar lures will
be somewhere in between because even though the features were stored in memory, the
contexts associated with the whole items are not. Furthermore, under this assumption, the
familiarity evoked by the two types of conjunction lures (within-pair or between-pair)
9
should be equal because they both contain same number of stored features. Therefore,
there is no reason for this type of familiarity theory to predict that recombination of some
studied features (e.g., within-pair conjunction lures) should result in a greater degree of
familiarity than recombination of other studied features (e.g., between-pair conjunction
lures).
To give a concrete example, after studying a list of items one at a time in the
following order: toothbrush , doorknob, blackmail, jailbird, greenhorn, earache, etc.,
there is no reason for this version of familiarity theory to claim that recombination of
features that were studied closer together, blackbird (a recombination of black, which is
embedded in blackmail
,
and bird, which is embedded \njailbird), should elicit higher
familiarity at test than toothache
,
a recombination of features that were studied further
apart (i.e., tooth is embedded in toothbrush and ache is embedded in earache, but
toothbrush and earache were studied further apart on the list). In fact, this version of
familiarity theory would claim that blackbird and toothache should be equally familiar
because they contain the same number of old features, as well as similar contextual
information (since they are both essentially lures that are not encountered before).
One version of familiarity model (Temporal context model2 : Howard. 2004;
Howard and Kahana, 2002) takes into account of the temporal contexts of studied items
and could explain the effects of temporal co-occurrence on memory performance, an idea
similar to the parent proximity effect of memory conjunction errors. This model claims
' This is a modified version of Dennis and Humphreys' (2001) contextual noise model, which states that a
test probes retrieves contextual elements (including temporal context) stored when the items was previously
studied. This model can account for a number of benchmark findings in item recognition, including the null
list-strength effect (Ratcliff, Clark, & Shiffrin, 1990; but see Nonnan, 2002), the mirror effect (Glanzer &
Adams, 1990). the findings from Jacoby's (1992) process disassociation procedure, and the context
variability effect (Stevvers and Malmberg, 2003).
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that all studied events are linked to a temporal context, and recall of an item recovers the
temporal context for the item, which in turn cues recall of subsequent items. Consistent
with this claim, many studies have shown that, in free recall tasks, successively recalled
items tend to have been studied in nearby list positions (Howard & Kahana. 1999:
Kahana, 1996; Kahana & Caplan. 2002). More recently, Schwartz, Howard, Jing, and
Kahana (2005) observed this time-based association tendency in an item recognition task.
In this study, subjects were found to be more likely to recognize a test item as having
been studied if the preceding test item was studied in a temporally proximal list position,
rather than a more distant list position. However, this tendency was found to be true only
when the preceding test items received a highest-confidence recognition response (i.e.,
rating 6 out of a 6-point old-new confidence rating). According to the authors, these
highest confidence 'old' responses may reflect the contribution of recollection. They also
claim that recollection of an item not only retrieves detailed information about the item
tested, but also information about the item's neighbors.
Despite taking into account of the temporal proximity of the study items on
recognition judgment, the model may not easily explain the parent proximity effect of
memory conjunction errors. To see this point, let us go back to the previous concrete
example with a study list of compound words. According to this version of the familiarity
model, blackmail andjailbird will be linked to a similar temporal context because they
are encountered successively on the study list. Therefore,jailbird will be more likely to
be recognized at test if it is preceded by blackmail
,
which must first be successfully
'recollected' or recognized with a highest recognition confidence. In contrast, because
toothbrush and earache are distributed far away from one another on the study list, there
will not be any benefit of recognizing earache at test when it is preceded by toothbrush.
However, the model does not specify how the embedded features in unified items such as
compound words are represented in episodic memory. In other words, it is not clear
whether or not the model would equate item memory (e.g., memory for blackmail
)
to
feature memory (e.g., memory for black
,
a feature embedded in the studied item
blackmail). Therefore, it is not easy for this model to account for parent proximity effect.
Assuming that the model does not equate item memory to feature memory, then it
will not predict the parent proximity effect. In fact, the model will predict the same false
alarm rate for both types of conjunction lures since both lures were not encountered
before on the study list and therefore no temporal context will be reinstated.
Assuming that the model equates item memory to feature memory so that the
embedded features can reinstate the temporal contexts associated with having studied the
original items, it will still not be able to predict the parent proximity' effect. If the
reinstated temporal contexts successfully cue the recovery of the original items, then the
model will predict a recognition pattern opposite of the parent proximity effect: blackmail
(a within-pair conjunction lure) should be more likely to retrieve the original items and
will therefore receive lower false alarm rate. Whereas toothache (a between-pair
conjunction lure) should be less likely to retrieve the original items and will therefore
receive higher false alarm rate. If the reinstated temporal contexts fail to cue the recovery
of the original items, then the model will predict the same false alarm rate for both
within-pair and between-pair conjunction lures because they should both be able to
reinstate two temporal contexts associated with the original items. Besides, the time-
based association effect observed in item recognition appeared to be highly constrained
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and quite rare, since it was only found to occur for cases in which the preceding test items
received the highest confidence recognition responses. Therefore, it is very unlikely that
the embedded features of a conjunction lure would lead to either the recovery of the
temporal contexts associated with the original items or the recovery of the original items.
Furthermore, it does not seem plausible that a within-pair conjunction lure
blackbird could have a better chance of reinstating the temporal contexts associated with
studying black?nail andjailbird than a between-pair conjunction lure toothache to
reinstate the temporal contexts associated with studying toothbrush and earache. This is
because blackbird is semantically unrelated to either blackmail orjailbird
,
and should
have a lower chance of cuing the parents, whereas toothache is highly related to
toothbrush and earache and should have a higher chance of cuing its parents. Following
this logic, the model would predict that toothache should be more familiar and should
receive higher false alarms than blackbird. a prediction that is the opposite of the parent
proximity effect.
In summary, the finding of a parent proximity effect on memory conjunction
errors cannot be easily accounted for by the familiarity theory without making additional
assumptions about how episodic features are represented.
Recalled and "remembered" memory conjunction errors
Considerable number of studies showed that memory conjunction errors can
sometimes be experienced in a vivid and subjectively compelling fashion. A type of
recalled-based memory conjunction error was demonstrated in a recall study, in which
participants studied a series of "The X saw Y” sentences such as "The doctor saw the
bear" and "The lawyer saw the goat". In a free recall test, participants were found to
frequently make conjunction errors by miscombining the subject of one memorized
sentence with the object of another, for example. "The doctor saw the goat" (13 out of 24
subjects made such error). Feature errors in this format (a studied part was miscombined
with a new part), however, were found to be very rare (only 3 out of 24 subjects made
this error: Reinitz et al., 1992). Recently. Reinitz et al (2004) demonstrated it was also
possible to make conjunction errors with compound words in a recall task. Participants
were found to make conjunction errors 19% of times, but only make feature errors 2% of
times. Because the conjunction errors were observed in a free recall task, the authors
described these memory conjunction errors as recalled-based errors.
The rest of the evidence for recalled-based conjunction errors comes from
recognition memory studies. To be consistent with the literature. I will describe the vivid
form of memory conjunction errors obtained in a recognition memory tasks as
recollection-based errors, as opposed to recall-based errors.
One line of evidence for recollection-based memory conjunction errors comes
from a study using a "self-report recollection" procedure (Lampinen et al., 2004). In that
study, participants studied a series of compound words and performed a recognition
memory test. In the test they were required to provide written explanations for each of
their responses. To identify "recollection-based’* explanations from others, the answers
were then coded by independent raters who were blind to the hypothesis. For the raters to
indicate that recollection had occurred, participants had to report recalling thoughts or
details associated with the presentation of the items at study. It was found that the
proportion of self-report explanations that were classified as "recollection-based” were
significantly higher when subjects made conjunction errors than when they made feature
14
errors. These researchers described the recollection-based errors as phantom recollection .
a tenn that was first used by Brainerd. Wright, Reyna. & Mojardin (2001) to refer to
these subjectively compelling false memories.
Another line of evidence comes from studies that use a remember/know
procedure'. In a study with real-life events. Odegard et al. (2004) asked participants to
record specific events from their lives in a diary over a four-week period. The
participants were also instructed to categorize their events into any category that was
meaningful to them (e.g., family, school, work, Friday nights, "first date with George”,
etc.) and to report an itemized list of the features (e.g., the names of the people involved
in the event, where they were, what they were doing, how they were feeling, etc.) that
were present during each event. For instance, a person may have reported in her diary
that on "Friday nights" (a target event), she went to a dance with Richard, and that she
went to a masquerade with Tom. In a later recognition memory test, participants were
asked to judge if each of the features had been present in the context of a particular target
event (e.g.. Friday nights). False acceptance to "going to dance with Tom” (conjunction
lure) as having been present in that target event would constitute a conjunction error. The
results showed that participants made a significantly higher proportion of false
‘'remember” judgments in response to the conjunction lures than to new lures. There were
no differences in false "know’’ judgments for the conjunction lures and the new lures.
Based on these results, the authors claimed that memory conjunction errors with real life
events are experienced in a "recollection" sense (indexed by “remember” judgments), as
' The standard description for a "remember" response is "being able to recollect specific details (s)
associated with the item”; a “know” response is described as "item feels familiar but cannot recollect
specific detail" (Gardiner. Ramponi. & Richardson-Klavehn. 1998; Tulving. 1985).
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opposed to mere familiarity sense (indexed by "know" judgments). However, these
results should be interpreted with caution because they can only be true to the extent to
which "remember
*
judgments truly underlie recollection. It is important to point out that
while some researchers believe that "remember" judgments reflect recollection process
(Gardiner & Parkin. 1990: Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995: Yonelinas. 2001, 2002). others
claim that remember-know data do not necessarily distinguish recollection from
familiarity' (Donaldson, 1996: Hirshman & Master, 1997: Wixted & Stretch. 2004: Dunn.
2004: Rotello. Macmillan. Reeders, & Wong. 2005).
The findings of recollection-based memory conjunction errors provide supporting
evidence for the binding theory since there is an obligatory binding process taking place
at retrieval that is responsible for forming the memory illusions that seem vivid and
subjectively compelling.
These recollection-based memory conjunction errors, especially those obtained in
a recognition memory task with a self-report recollection procedure (Lampinen et al.,
2004). are problematic for the familiarity theory. In fact, the familiarity 7 theory would
predict the opposite pattern: if recollection occurs, it would counteract familiarity and
reduce memory conjunction errors. Therefore, a familiarity explanation is unable to
account for the recollection-based memory conjunction errors observed in a recognition
task. A familiarity explanation is not applicable to the findings observed in the recall
tasks. Given that there is no retrieval cue in a free recall test, a recall performance cannot
measure the contribution of a familiarity.
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Empirical evidence favoring the familiarity theory
Next, I will review the empirical findings of (1) feature errors and (2) the data that
provide evidence for recollection rejection of memory conjunction errors, both of which
favor the familiarity theon7 over the binding theory.
Feature errors
Many studies have observed a typical error pattern that shows successive
increases in the probability' of "old" responses from new items, feature lures, conjunction
lures, and to old items. In fact, Jones and Jacoby (2001) surveyed the existing studies and
found that although the differences between feature errors and baseline errors (false-
alarms to new lures) were statistically significant in only 20 out of 46 conditions (3
conditions in Rubin et al.,1999; 17 conditions in Jones and colleagues; 2001. 2001), 43
out of 46 conditions showed a higher rate for feature errors than baseline errors (Jones &
Jacoby, 2001; Jones et al., 2001; Kroll et al., 1996; Rubin et al.. 1999; Reinitz & Demb,
1994; Reinitz et al.. 1992, 1994, 1996). I included two recent studies (Lampinen et al.,
2004; Odegard et al.. 2005) with similar designs that provided an additional seven
comparisons. Two of the seven showed a statistically significant difference while all
seven displayed a greater rate of feature errors than baseline errors. A sign-test was
conducted on these 57 pairs of feature errors and baseline errors. The probability' of the
test is 0.000. confirming that feature error is significantly larger than baseline error across
all studies. The bottom line is that feature errors have been consistently observed to be
larger than baseline errors, a finding that is in need of an explanation.
Feature errors can easily be accounted for by the familiarity theory. According to
this theory, the underlying cause for feature errors is exactly the same as the one for
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conjunction errors. That is, feature errors occur because the studied parts embedded in the
feature lures trigger a feeling of familiarity. Because the feature lures contain fewer old
paits than the conjunction lures, feature errors are expected to produce a lower degree of
familiarity. Therefore, this theory naturally predicts that memory’ errors will increase in a
regular manner as the number of old parts embedded in the test lures increases
(conjunction > feature > new).
The observation of feature errors poses a problem for the binding theory7
,
which
predicts minimal or no feature errors because feature lures contain one studied feature
and one new feature, which theoretically, cannot be conjoined at retrieval. In fact. Reinitz
and colleagues, in their initial studies, demonstrated that feature errors were minimal or
insignificant compared to baseline errors (for line drawings of faces, see Reinitz et al.,
1992; Reinitz et ah, 1994; for compound words, see Reinitz et ah, 1996).
Recollection rejection
The familiarity theory claims that memory conjunction errors occur simply
because the lures seem familiar. However, if recollection contributes to the recognition
judgment, familiarity can be counteracted and memory 7 conjunction errors will be
reduced. Given that the two processes have different retrieval time courses (i.e..
familiarity is a fast acting process and recollection occurs later in processing), convincing
evidence for the occurrence of recollection rejection would involve a manipulation of
response deadline or response signal delay.
To obtain recollection rejection of memory conjunction errors, many studies have
manipulated both response delay and study repetition. Study repetition was usually used
to increases the likelihood of recollection rejection. In these studies, participants were
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presented with a series of compound words either one time or multiple times (3 repetition
was used by Lampinen et al.; 3 or 4 repetitions were used by Jones & Jacoby; 8 or 16
repetitions were used by Jones, 2005). During the test, they were asked to either wait for
a short or a long delay before receiving a signal cue (e.g., a 'beep' sound) to make a
response. These studies found that for the items studied once, conjunction errors (after
being corrected for the respective baseline errors) were comparable in the short and the
long response delay conditions. But for the items studied multiple times, an increase in
conjunction errors was obtained in the short response delay conditions, but a decrease
was observed in the long delay conditions. There results from the multiple presentation
condition support the dichotomy of the two retrieval processes: The increase in the short
response delay condition supports the idea that study repetition increases familiarity,
which has been hypothesized as a fast acting process; and the decrease in the long
response delay condition suggests that the conjunction errors in the short delay conditions
were corrected when there was sufficient time for a recollection to occur.
Further convincing evidence for recollection-based correction of memory
conjunction errors comes from a study using a self-report procedure (Lampinen at al.,
2004). After studying a series of compound words, participants in the experiment were
asked to provide a written explanation for each of their responses in the test. Their
explanations were then coded by independent raters who were blind to the hypothesis.
For the conjunction lures, recollection rejection was coded when the participant was able
to report at least one of the parent w ords that were actually presented at study when
providing an explanation for why they rejected conjunction lures. So not only did
participants have to say that another similar word had been presented, but they also had to
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be correct about what that word was. The results showed that mean proportion of self-
reported recollection rejection for conjunction lures was significantly higher than that for
feature lures or new lures.
Similarly, studies using a remember/know procedure found that correct rejection
of conjunction lures (i.e., "new” response) is associated with a higher proportion of
"remember” judgments than "know” judgments (Jones, 2005 4 ). Because participants in
this study were instructed to give a "remember" judgment only if they could identify one
of the lexical constituents of a conjunction lure that had occurred earlier and were also
able to retrieve the exact parent word. Jones claimed that the rejection of conjunction
lures observed in his study was based on recollection. However, remember-know data
must be interpreted with caution because not all researchers believe that they can
distinguish recollection from familiarity (Donaldson. 1996. Hirshman & Master. 1997;
Wixted & Stretch. 2004: Dunn. 2004: Rotello et al, 2005).
The familiarity theory of memory conjunction errors is well supported by the
findings that provide evidence for recollection-rejection of memory conjunction errors.
Without the use of recollection, memory' conjunction errors are inevitable due to the
default familiarity process in recognition memory. These conjunction errors can be
prevented with the use of recollection. However, such use of recollection (i.e.,
recollection rejection) appears to be rare. Based on the current literature, there were
multiple conditions that had to be met in order to create an ideal environment for
recollection rejection to occur. At least three conditions have been identified: (1)
4
The remember-know instruction in Jones's study is slightly different from the one in the standard
remember-know paradigm. Specifically, subjects were required to give a R-K judgment following a “new”
judgment, instead of “old" response. In this particular study, the definition of"remember” response was
limited to recall of an actual item (or items; Jones, 2005, pg 23).
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participants have to be forewarned before the test about the presence of conjunction lures
(Lampinen et al., 2004; Jones, 2005; Rotello et ah, 2000), (2) participants must have
incentive or be given an extrinsic motivation (e.g., a cash prize reward was offered for the
best performance; Lampinen et ah. 2004). and (3) items had to be studied multiple times
(3 or 4 study repetitions: Lampinen et ah, 2004; Jones & Jacoby, 2001 ; 8 and 16 study
repetitions: Jones, 2005).
The binding explanation, on the other hand, is unable to explain recollection-
rejection of memory conjunction errors, which were typically found to occur later in the
retrieval time course. Based on the assumption of binding theory, memory conjunction
errors should occur steadily (if not increasingly) across retrieval time once the binding
process has occurred. That is, once the binding process wrongly links stored features
together at retrieval, memory conjunction errors are produced and illusions that are "vivid
and phenomenally real" are formed. Such memory illusions that result from a binding
process are expected to manifest themselves across retrieval time. Therefore, the current
theory cannot explain the systematic reduction of error rates at the later retrieval time"
(i.e.. recollection rejection).
Summary of the empirical evidence for both theories
In summary, the empirical data for memory conjunction errors provides mixed
evidence for both theories. On one hand, there is fairly compelling evidence indicating
that memory conjunction errors are a product of afamiliarity process in the absence of a
recollection process. However, the familiarity theory does not seem to be sufficient for
explaining other aspects of memory conjunction error data, including the parent
The current version of binding theory makes no claim about whether or not it is possible for an
"unbinding process’' to occur after binding has been taking place at retrieval.
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proximity effects and the evidence of recall-based or recollection-based memory
conjunction errors. On the other hand, there is evidence to suggest that memory
conjunction errors are due to a feature binding mechanism that can occur at encoding or
at retrieval. The binding theory offers a more satisfactory explanation than the familiarity
theory in accounting for the parent proximity effects and the recollection-based memory
conjunction errors. However, the binding theory fails to account for the commonly
observed feature errors, as well as recollection rejection of memory conjunction errors,
both of which are in line with the familiarity theory's central claims.
To tty to distinguish between the two theories of memory conjunction errors, I
will focus on the retrieval mechanisms for two reasons. First of all. unlike the binding
theory, the familiarity theory explains the occurrence of memory conjunction errors only
in terms of retrieval mechanisms and makes no specific claims about the role of encoding
factors. In addition, both theories propose different retrieval mechanisms that underlie
memory conjunction errors. Because of the different retrieval mechanisms, the two
theories make different prediction about the occurrence of feature errors. The binding
theory 7 predicts minimal or no feature errors because the theory claims that only the
features stored in episodic memory7 can be conjoined during retrieval. Since a feature lure
contains both an old feature and a new feature, theoretically they cannot be bound to
produce a new memory trace. In other words, because a binding process must occur at
retrieval, feature errors must therefore not occur. In contrast, the familiarity theory
predicts that there should be feature errors because feature lures contain a studied feature,
and therefore should elicit higher familiarity than a new lure.
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Inconsistent findings on feature errors
Our analyses show that of all the existing studies that included a feature lure
condition, 22 out of 53 comparisons show a statistically significant level of feature errors.
However, a sign-test reveals that feature error is significantly larger than baseline error
across all studies (probability of the test is 0.000). We further found that only the studies
using compound words as stimuli produced inconsistent findings with regards to feature
errors (Reinitz & colleagues, 1994, 1996; Jones & colleagues. 2001, 2002; Lampinen &
colleagues. 2004; Odegard & colleagues. 2005). Of all the comparisons involving
compound words as stimuli. 2 1 out of 3 1 showed a significant feature error and 1 0 did
not. A sign-test reveals that feature error is significantly larger than baseline errors
overall in the studies using compound words as stimuli; the probability7 of the test is
0 .000 .
To further explore the inconsistent findings observed by past studies that used
compound words as stimuli. I closely examined the details of these studies and identified
some problems existing in their experimental design.
Problems with past studies using compound words
First of all. these studies failed to include non-compound filler items on the study
list. The potential consequence of this is that the compound words may not be encoded as
unified items and the embedded features may not be processed naturally. Specifically, it
is possible that a study list made out of only compound w ords would lead participants to
encode a compound word as two single words. This speculation was observed in one of
my pilot studies, in w hich the study list contained only a long list of compound words
w ithout any non-compound filler. Participants reported after the experiment that they
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were sensitive to the compound make-up of the study items and anticipated some sort of
feature rearrangement in the test.
Secondly, the compound words used in the past studies were poorly controlled.
There was never a consensus of what constitutes a compound word. Compound words
with a space were used by most studies, but they were presented as one word (without the
space, e.g., businessmeeting, runningshoes, etc). It is possible that a study list containing
many of these tokens could lead participants to encode the stimuli strategically (e.g.,
participants could intentionally decompose the embedded features), as opposed to treat
the compound words as unified items.
Thirdly, the constituents (features) in compound words were never controlled for
linguistic frequency. The word frequency effect on recognition memory performance is
one of the most well-established effects in memory research: low frequency words are
generally recognized better (with higher hit rates and lower false alarm rates) than high
frequency words. This recognition pattern is known as the mirror effect, which generally
supports a familiarity theory (Glanzer. Adams, Iverson, and Kim, 1993). That is, on the
basis of item familiarity, studied words with low frequency are recognized better at test
than ones with high frequency, but new words with low frequency are better rejected than
ones with high frequency. By this logic, feature lures that contain a studied feature with
low frequency are expected to receive higher false alarm rates simply because the low
frequency features are well encoded in memory and would lead to a higher sense of
familiarity at retrieval. With this logic in mind. I examined the frequency range (Kucera
& Francis, 1967) of the features embedded in the published stimuli sets that produced
feature errors (Jones & Ashley, 2001; and Jones & Joacoby, 2002) and those that did not
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(Reinitz et al., 1994, 1996, and Odegard et al., 2005). My analyses showed that the above
concern is warranted: stimulus sets that produced feature errors contained features with
low frequency (M = 132, SD = 240) and those that did not produce feature errors
contained features with high frequency (M = 197. SD = 301). Their mean difference was
significant, t (438) = 2.38 .
p
= 0.018.
All of the concerns raised above may have contributed to the inconsistent findings
on feature errors. Therefore, all experiments proposed in this dissertation will control for
these issues. We will include and intermix non-compound fillers in the study list, use
compound words that are deemed as single words (without space) by Merriam-Webster
dictionary (www.m-w.com ), and will also control for linguistic frequency of the features
that will be used to create feature lures.
Additionally, the nature of the features (e.g., how accessible they are in episodic
memory) may also play an important role in feature error occurrence. I will turn to this
topic next.
Representation of episodic features
In all past studies of memory' conjunction errors, episodic features are assumed to
be represented independently in memory. That is. episodic features are associated with
one another but retain enough independence for each feature to be accessed or retrieved
from memory in the absence of others. Thus, episodic features can be represented
independently. According to a unitization viewpoint (gestalt-like representation:
Anderson: 1983; McClelland & Nystrom. 1988). episodic features can be unitized in
memory to form the representation of the whole. In effect, these episodic features may
not be accessible. This viewpoint is fascinating because it embraces an emergent quality
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in our memory system such that learning is expected to qualitatively change our
memories. Unfortunately, it never received much attention. The accessibility of episodic
features is an important issue in the study of memory conjunction error and feature error
occurrence and may vary depending on how features are integrated in memory'
(association versus unitization).
Motivated by the unitization viewpoint and the studies of compound words in the
reading literature (e.g., Juhasz, Starr. Inhoff. & Placke, 2003), I discovered that an
important factor was never addressed in the studies of memory conjunction errors: the
semantic relationship between the whole and the embedded features, a topic that will be
introduced next.
Semantic transparency of compound words
Compound words can be classified into two types: ( 1 ) transparent compound
words are ones in which both embedded features contribute to the meaning of the word;
(2) opaque compound words are ones in which the embedded features do not contribute
to the meaning of the word (e.g.. Jarema. Busson. Niklova, Tsapkini. & Libben. 1990).
For example, the compound word doghouse is considered to be transparent because the
meaning of the whole is semantically related to the two embedded features (i.e..
doghouse literally' means house for dog). On the other hand, the compound word
blackmail is considered to be opaque because the whole is semantically and conceptually
unrelated to the embedded features (i.e.. the meaning of blackmail has little to do with the
meaning of black or the meaning of mail).
The semantic transparency of compound words appears to be analogous to two
theoretical viewpoints on how' episodic features can be represented in memory. Some
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episodic features, like the constituents embedded in a transparent compound word, are
highly related to the representation of the whole event (e.g., a toaster in a kitchen);
whereas other episodic features, like the constituents embedded in an opaque compound
word, are unrelated to the representation of the whole event (e.g., a toaster in a
bathroom). Since long term memory is generally regarded as semantic in nature, the
differences in semantic relatedness between the features and the whole are expected to
influence howr features are represented in episodic memory.
Feature Accessibility Hypothesis
Based on the idea of semantic transparency in compound words, I propose a
hypothesis called "Feature Accessibility Hypothesis", which states that the accessibility
of an episodic feature is dependent on its semantic relation to the whole. The closer the
relation, the more accessible it will be in memory (see Figure la; for a generalization of a
real life event, see Figure lb). For example, after doghouse (a transparent compound) is
encoded in memory, the episodic features dog and house are expected to be highly
accessible because they are semantically related to the whole. In contrast, after blackmail
(an opaque compound) is encoded in memory', the episodic features black and mail are
expected to be less accessible because they are semantically unrelated to what was
encoded (the whole).
The two types of compound words are expected to have a similar episodic
representation with the exception of their associated features, which are hypothesized to
be represented differently such that one is highly accessible and the other is not.
Throughout the chapter, features stored in episodic memory can be said to be transparent
if they are highly related to the whole in w hich they are embedded and they can be said to
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be opaque if they are semantically unrelated to the whole. Transparent episodicfeatures
are predicted to be highly accessible at retrieval and opaque episodic features are not. I
further predict that feature accessibility will play an important role in the occurrence of
feature errors, as well as memory conjunction errors.
The current study
The purpose of the first experiment is to examine the validity of the feature
accessibility hypothesis. The second experiment is designed to test the important role of
feature accessibility in the occurrence of feature errors. The third experiment examines
whether there is evidence of recollection rejection for such errors.
The implications of the current study are threefold: (1) The outcomes of the
current studies will have a significant contribution to the research of memory conjunction
errors because they will suggest an important relation that was previously unrecognized.
(2) The current study will address the problems associated with the experimental design
used in the previous studies and help to clarify the inconsistent findings observed in the
literature. (3) Finally, the current study will reveal that the episodic representation of
unified events can differ depending on the nature of their associated features.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENT 1: VALIDITY OF THE FEATURE ACCESSIBILITY HYPOTHESIS
The purpose of Experiment 1 is to examine the validity of the feature accessibility
hypothesis, which states that the accessibility of episodic features is dependent on their
semantic relation to the whole. The closer their relation to the whole, the more accessible
they will be in episodic memory. Therefore, episodic features that are transparent (e.g.,
dog
.
house after studied doghouse
)
are expected to be more accessible in memory than
ones that are opaque (e.g., black
,
mail after studied blackmail).
A study list of single words (e.g., tooth) and compound words (e.g., beeline) was
created. Half of the compound words are transparent and the other half are opaque. Two
types of critical lures were created (see Table 1): Disassembly lures are created from
studied compound words, which are disassembled at test such that their features are
tested separately. For example, after doghouse is studied, the disassembly lures, dog and
house
,
are tested separately. Similarly, assembly lures are created from studied single
words, which are then assembled or conjoined at test to serve as test lures. For example,
after draw and back are studied separately, the assembly lure, drawback. is tested.
Furthermore, to ensure that the compound words would be encoded naturally by the
participants, many non-compound long words with 3 or 4 syllables (e.g., secretary) were
included in the study list.
The dependent measures for feature accessibility include the proportion of false
alarms and the average confidence ratings to these lures. If the feature accessibility-
hypothesis is correct, then transparent disassembly lures (e.g., dog
.
or house created from
a transparent parent, doghouse) will be falsely accepted more often and given higher
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"oldness" confidence rating than opaque disassembly lures (e.g., black, or mail created
from an opaque parents, blackmail).
Similar predictions were made for the assembly lures. Transparent assembly lures
(e.g., doorknob , after study door and knob separately), which are semantically related to
the two studied words, are expected to be falsely accepted more often than opaque
assembly lures (e.g., drawback, after study draw and back separately), which share
minimal semantic relation with the two studied words.
Method
Participants
Forty-four undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts participated
in Experiment 1 for course credits. All participants were native English speakers.
Stimuli
First al all, the embedded features of the two classes of compound words were
matched on linguistic frequency (Kucera & Francis, 1967). number of letter and number
of syllable (Table 2).
Eighty' compound words were divided into two classes (i.e., opaque and
transparent) based on their transparency ratings. The transparency ratings were obtained
in a pilot study, in which 40 participants were asked to make a judgment on a series of
compound words with respect to its transparency. Participants were instructed to give a
rating for every word on a 7-point scale (1 = the word is very opaque; 7 = the word is
very transparent). Below7 is the instruction provided to the participants on how7 to give a
transparency rating:
“Some compound words like doghouse, or doorknob, are composed of twro lexical
parts that are semantically related to its whole, such compound word should
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receive a high transparent rating. On the other hand, some compound words like
scapegoat . or blackmail . are composed of two lexical parts that are semantically
unrelated to its whole (i.e., scapegoat has nothing to do with scape or goat), such
words should receive a low transparency rating. Apparently, some words are more
clear-cut than the others, so please try to use the whole scale to reflect that.”
The stimuli used in the current experiment were those that received extreme ratings: a
cut-off of 4.50 is used. Mean transparency ratings for opaque and transparent compounds
were 2.70 (SD = 0.76) and 6.10 (SD = 0.41), respectively. The two classes of compound
words were also normed on familiarity and concreteness. The same 40 participants who
were in the transparency norming task w7ere also asked to give a familiarity and
concreteness rating judgments on the same set of compound words, for the familiarity
judgment, participants were asked to rate each item on a 7-point scale, with 7 being the
highest familiarity. Below is the instruction provided to the participants on how to give a
familiarity rating:
"If you feel you know the meaning of the word and use it frequently, then give it a
high rating on this scale. For example, Jim has known the w7ord ball since he was
a child, uses the w7ord frequently and if asked could easily tell anyone what a ball
is and should hence give this a very high rating. If the item is not familiar at all, or
you do not know the meaning of the item, then give the item a low rating. For
example. Jim had never encountered the word corpus and has no sense for
whether it is a word or not let alone know the meaning of corpus and should give
this a very low7 rating.*’
For the concreteness judgment, the same 7-point scale was used, with 7 being the highest.
Below is the instruction for how to give a concreteness rating:
‘'Any word that can be experienced through the senses (see, hear, smell, taste, or
touch), such as objects, materials, or persons, should receive a high rating. Any
word that cannot be experienced through the senses, such as an abstract concept,
should be given a low rating. For example the word hammer is an object that one
can see and touch and therefore the word hammer should receive a high
concreteness rating. The wordfreedom is an abstract concept that cannot directly
be experienced through seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, or touching, and
therefore should receive a low7 concreteness rating.
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Items in the two transparency classes differed significantly in familiarity and
concreteness ratings. The mean familiarity ratings for opaque and transparent compounds
were 5.17 (SD = 1.13) and 6.34 (SD = 0.56), respectively; t (78) = 5.87,p< 0.001. The
mean concreteness rating for the opaque and transparent compounds were 4.06 (SD =
1 .72) and 6.14 (SD = 0.52), respectively; t (78) = 7.30 . p < 0.001.
Although the two classes of compounds were not equated on familiarity and
concreteness, we proceeded with the experiments for three reasons. First, although it
would be ideal to have the two classes of compounds matched on both familiarity and
concreteness, doing so would significantly reduce the number of stimuli that can be used
in our experiment.
Second, it was unclear how these two factors would have an effect on feature
accessibility hypothesis. Although a transparent compound like doghouse is more
familiar than an opaque compound like blackmail
,
high familiarity of doghouse does not
explain why its embedded features, dog and house (transparent disassembly lures), when
tested separately, should be falsely accepted more often than black or mail, especially
when these four single words have equal familiarity (i.e., the single words embedded in
the two classes of compounds are well matched on linguistic frequency). In terms of
concreteness of the compound words. its effect on the critical lures (e.g.. disassembly
lures) was also unclear. I suspect that its effect on the embedded features, if any. is in the
opposite direction of the current hypothesis. That is. high concrete compound words like
transparent compounds (e.g.. doghouse) should be better encoded in memory, and
therefore disassembly lures {dog. house) created from them should receive low- false
alarms, the opposite of w hat the feature accessibility hypothesis would predict.
Third, post-hoc item analysis could be carried out to rule out the effects of the two
confounds. For example, to rule out the concreteness effect on the disassembly lures, we
could compare the disassembly errors for the low and the high concrete compounds (by a
median split) within each class of compound words. If concreteness was driving the
performance, we would see a significant difference in the disassembly errors between the
two concreteness groups in each class of compound word. Furthermore, correlation
analysis could also be performed to evaluate whether familiarity and concreteness are
correlated with the pattern of disassembly errors.
In this experiment, the study list contained 100 words, half of which were long
words and half of which were short, single words. Of the 50 long words, 30 were
compound words (15 opaque, 15 transparent) and 20 were non-compound fillers with
three or four syllables (e.g., secretary), which were matched on length of the compound
words and on part of speech. Four additional items were used as primacy and recency
items. The order of the remaining study items was random.
One hundred and ten test probes were created, of which 50 were compound words
(half transparent and half opaque for each test type) and 60 were single words. Of the 50
compound words. 20 were old words, 20 were new words, and 10 were assembly lures.
Of the 60 single words. 20 were old words. 20 were new words, and 20 were disassembly
lures. In total, there were 40 old items. 40 new items, and 30 critical lures (10 assembly
lures, and 20 disassembly lures) in a test list.
For each participant, the stimuli were randomly assigned to the study or test
categories. The order of the study and the test presentations was randomized.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually. The participants first study a list of words
presented one at a time in the center of a computer screen for 2000 ms each. The inter-
stimulus interval was 1000 ms. After viewing the study list, participants were given the
test instructions and were asked to finish a brief practice test, consisting of 10 trials, in
the presence of the experimenter. For each test probe, the participants were instructed to
make a binary old-new recognition judgment, followed by a 6-point confidence rating,
ranging from "sure new*' (1) to "sure old" (6). Then, by themselves, participants
performed a recognition memory test in which they discriminated old items from lures.
Results
All reported results are significant at alpha level of .05 unless otherwise stated.
Mean proportions of "old" response to all classes of items are presented in Table 3. A 2
(item form: single-word and compound-word) x 2 (semantic transparency: opaque and
transparent) x 3 (item type: old. new. and critical lures) repeated measures analysis was
performed on these responses. Importantly for the current hypothesis, the mean of the
false alarms to the transparent disassembly lures (M = 0.32; SD = 0.22) was significantly
larger than the mean of the false alarms to the opaque disassembly lures (M = 0.23: SD =
0. 1 8). F ( 1 . 43) = 9. 1 7. p = 0.00 1 . Similarly, the mean of the false alarms to the
transparent assembly lures (M = 0.3 1. SD = 0.24) was also significantly larger than that
of the opaque assembly lures (M = 0.23: SD = 0.23), F( 1. 43) = 4.75, p = 0.017. Further
analyses showed that the two types of compound words were similar in terms of old-new
hits and false alarms (Fs < 1 ). Item analyses were also performed on items with at least 4
observations (number of observations ranges from 4-12) and the results were consistent
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with the subject analyses. Transparent disassembly errors (M = 0.3 1 : SD = 0.1 7; n =66)
were significantly different from opaque disassembly errors (M = 0.24, SD = 0.22; n =
28), t (124) = 1.96,/? = 0.05. The significant difference between transparent assembly
errors (M=0.3 1. SD = 0.20. n=28) and opaque assembly errors (M= 0.22, SD = 0.20. n =
28) were marginal, t (58) = 1.52,/? = 0.06, but their mean difference was almost identical
to that in the subject analysis.
Mean "oldness" confidence rating for all the critical lures are shown in the Table
4. Transparent disassembly lures (M = 2.83. SD =0.78) were on average given a higher
confidence rating than opaque disassembly lures (M= 2.59, SD =0.67), t (43) = 2.80./? =
0.0035. Both transparent and opaque disassembly lures were significantly associated with
higher "oldness" confidence ratings than the baseline lures (M = 2.20. SD = 0.58). t (43)
= 6.35./? < 0.001, t (43) = 4.47./? < 0.001, respectively. Similarly, mean confidence
rating for transparent assembly lures (M = 2.69, SD = 0.90) were also higher than for
opaque assembly lures (M = 2.45, SD = 0.89), t (43) = 1.73. p < 0.05. Both transparent
and opaque assembly lures were given a higher "oldness’* confidence rating than the
baseline newf compound words (M = 2.20. SD = 0.58). t (43) = 4.78./? < 0.001. t (43) =
2.46. p =0.01 8. respectively.
To address the correlation between semantic transparency and concreteness, as
w ell as semantic transparency and familiarity of the compound words, we performed a
series of additional item analyses on disassembly errors, including a paired t-test and a
correlation test. All item analyses were performed on the items that were associated with
at least four observations. First of all. items w ere divided into high and low familiarity
groups and a paired t-test showed that the mean disassembly error rates were not
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significantly different between the groups (/ < 1 ). The mean disassembly errors were also
found to be not different between high and low concrete items (t < 1). A correlation
analysis provided similar results: while transparency was significantly correlated with
disassembly errors (r = 0.38. n = 60: yj = 8.98 . p = 0.003), familiarity (/• = 0.08) and
concreteness (/• = 0.04) were not. These results suggest that the observed effect of
semantic transparency on disassembly errors is not likely to be driven by familiarity and
concreteness of the compound words, despite the three factors being highly correlated
with one another.
To better rule out the effect of familiarity and concreteness of the compound
words on disassembly errors, we further examined the compound words with the same
range of familiarity and concreteness. We picked the range that included enough data
points in both conditions for a sensible comparison: mean familiarity rating is larger than
5, mean concreteness rating is larger than 4. Because opaque compounds are associated
with a much wider range of familiarity and concreteness than transparent compounds, the
number of opaque compounds (n = 11) included in this analysis was much less than that
of transparent compounds (n = 32). The results confirmed the previous analyses: a two-
sample t-test analysis revealed that the mean for transparent disassembly errors (mean =
0.3 1 1 : SD = 0. 1 1 8) was significantly larger than the mean for opaque disassembly errors
(mean = 0.176: SD = 0.122), t (41) =3.245. p = 0.002. No significant differences in
disassembly errors were observed in either of the two familiarity' groups or in the two
concreteness groups. Similarly, a correlation analysis on these sets of items showed that
disassembly errors were only significantly correlated with transparency (r = 0.445. x
2 =
8.94. p = 0.003). but not with familiarity (r = 0.07) or concreteness (/' = 0.10). Therefore,
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these analyses ruled out the effect of familiarity and concreteness and suggested that the
disassembly errors were primarily driven by transparency of the items.
Additionally, notice that there was a null effect in hits and false alarms between
studied opaque and studied transparent compound words (i.e., when they were tested in
their original forms), which suggests that transparent and opaque compounds are similar
in terms of memory strength but only differ in the accessibility of their associated
features.
Status of morphological headedness
In English, compound wrords are said to have a morphological head at the
rightmost constituent, such that they are generally understood or represented as ”a type of
X, where A' is the morphological head and rightmost constituent”. For example, doghouse
is a type of house , w here house is the morphological head (Libben, Gibson, Toon. &
Sandra. 2003). Studies showed that in a lexical decision task, response latencies were
shorter when the target was primed by its morphological head than a baseline or a non-
head constituent, suggesting that the morphological headedness influences the processing
of compound words (Jarema, Busson, Nikolova. Tsapkini. & Libben. 1999; Libben et al..
2003; Sandra, 1990).
In episodic memory tasks, the morphological headedness status of a constituent in
compound words is a concern because the constituent in the head position signifies a
more dominant meaning in compound w^ords than the constituent in the non-head
position, w hich should contribute to a higher semantic priming effect. If the data in the
current experiment was simply due to this semantic priming effect, then we would see a
higher false alarm rates to the disassembly lures that came from the second constituent of
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the parent compounds, regardless of the parent's transparency identity. An item analysis
was carried out to examine this concern. A two-sample t-test was performed on false
alarm rates to disassembly lures as a function of their original morphological headedness
status (i.e., first and second constituent in their original form). There was no significant
difference
6
in false alarm rates to disassembly lures created from the first constituent
(mean = 0.30. SD = 0.25) or the second constituent (mean = 0.26. SD = 0.19), t (124) =
1.30./? = 0.20. suggesting that the feature accessibility effect observed in the current
experiment was not due to a simple semantic priming effect. Instead, the results observed
in the Experiment 1 are more likely to be due to the different representation of the
episodic features, which was determined by its semantic relation to the whole during
encoding.
To further examine whether morphological headedness interacts with semantic
transparency, a 2 (Headedness: first, second constituent) x 2 (Transparency of the heads:
opaque
7
,
transparent) ANOVA was performed on disassembly false alarm rates. As was
expected, there was a significant main effect of semantic transparency, /r (l. 122) = 3.92.
p < 0.05. There was no main effect of headedness status. F(l, 122) = 1.65./? = 0.20.
suggesting that subjects were equally likely to give false alarm responses to disassembly
lures, regardless of their original headedness status. Importantly, there was no interaction
effect between semantic transparency and morphological headedness status, F(l, 122) =
f
' In fact, the numeric pattern of their means are in the opposite direction: mean false alarms for the
disassembly lures that came from the first constituent of the parent compounds are higher than those that
came from the second constituent of parent compounds.
Given how compound words' transparency was normed in the current study, the transparency of the heads
(second constituents) in opaque compound words should on average be considered more "opaque" than the
heads in transparent compound words. To confmn this, two native speakers were asked to judge the
transparency of the head in opaque compound words used in this experiment and both agreed that all heads
in the transparent words were transparent, and about 70% of the heads in opaque words were opaque.
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0.601,/? = 0.44. suggesting that the observed semantic transparency effect on episodic
features (i.e., the feature accessibility hypothesis) in the current experiment was not
driven or confounded by the status of morphological headedness in compound words.
These morphological headedness analyses are in line with the previous experiments, in
which feature errors were shown not to be affected by whether the first or the second
constituent of the studied compounds was used to create feature lures (e.g., all four
experiments. Jones & Jacoby, 2001).
Discussion
In summary, the current results confirmed the validity of the feature accessibility
hypothesis, which states that the accessibility of episodic features is dependent on their
semantic relation to the whole; the closer the relation, the higher their accessibility will
be. Transparent disassembly lures were found to be falsely accepted more often than
opaque disassembly lures, suggesting that transparent features are more accessible in
episodic memory' than opaque features, which were treated as if they were new lures.
Also consistent with feature accessibility hypothesis, confidence rating data indicated that
transparent disassembly lures were associated with higher “oldness*' feelings than opaque
disassembly lures.
The current data revealed a fundamental characteristic of episodic memory in that
unified concepts such as compound words may be represented differently depending on
their semantic transparency. However, a standard old-new recognition task failed to
capture the differences between the two types of compound word representations because
their old-new recognition discrimination was found to be similar to one another. The key
distinction between the two representations lies in their embedded features. According to
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the feature accessibility hypothesis, the embedded features of transparent compounds
remain independent!}’ represented in memory' and retain high accessibility: whereas the
embedded features of opaque compounds are unitized such that they become
inaccessible. The current paradigm used disassembly lures (i.e., single-word test probes
created from disassembling the studied compound words) to capture this important
distinction between the two types of representations for compound words. The current
data showed that transparent disassembly lures were more likely to be falsely accepted
than opaque disassembly lures, supporting the claim that the distinction between two
representations lies in their embedded features. In a broader sense, the current data
suggested that that there are at least two types of features existed in episodic memory:
transparent episodicfeatures and opaque episodic features, which differ from one
another in terms of accessibility at retrieval.
The finding that assembly lures (i.e., compound-word test probe assembled from
two previously studied single words) were wrongly accepted more often than the baseline
(i.e.. compound-word test probe that was not previously studied) was an interesting one
given the fact that all study items were randomly distributed in the study list. That is.
even though house could be presented early in the study list, but dog might not occur
until later in the list, subjects would still be more likely to false alarm to the assembly
lure doghouse . than the baseline compound word that was not previously studied.
More surprisingly, the pattern of the assembly errors conformed to the feature
accessibility hypothesis: Transparent assembly lures were found to be falsely accepted
more often and were associated with higher "oldness’* confidence ratings than opaque
assembly lures. This pattern of assembly errors, however, do not have direct relevance to
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the claims of the feature accessibility hypothesis because assembly lures were lures
created from studied single items, which could not differ in terms of semantic
transparency. In fact, semantic transparency is irrelevant for the studied items that are
single items. For example, when black
,
mail, dog, and house were studied separately as
single items, their episodic representation would not be influenced by semantic
transparency because their representation did not contain such information. Nonetheless,
the finding that the test lure doghouse was given a higher false alarm rate than the test
lure blackmail were intuitively interesting because they would suggest that single items
stored in episodic memory are better primed by test lures that are transparent compounds
(e.g.. doghouse
)
than opaque compounds (e.g., blackmail). These data reinforce the idea
that the two types of compound words may be processed differently due to their semantic
transparency.
The current data brings a new perspective to the literature on memory conjunction
errors. In all past studies with compound words as stimuli, the semantic transparency of
compound words has been ignored. Given that this factor influences the accessibility of
their embedded features, it can be expected to have a direct impact on memory
conjunction errors or feature errors (an idea that will be tested in the next experiment).
Therefore, the results observed by studies that did not control for this important factor
should be interpreted with caution.
One important issue raised by the current study regards the experimental design
used in previous studies of memory conjunction errors. In all past studies, there were no
non-compound filler items included in the study list. In addition to that, compound
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stimuli were not properly controlled for linguistic frequency of the constituents. The
current data suggested that all these factors could influence the outcome of a study.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT 2: THE EFFECT OF EATURE ACCESSIBILITY IN FEATURE
ERRORS
The purpose of Experiment 2 is to examine the role of feature accessibility in the
occurrence of feature errors. According to the feature accessibility hypothesis, the
accessibility of episodic features is dependent on their semantic relation to the whole:
The closer the relation, the higher the accessibility will be. If feature accessibility plays
an important role in feature error occurrence, then feature lures created from transparent
parents will be more likely to elicit false alarms than feature lures created from opaque
parents. For instance, if a transparent parent cheekbone is studied, then subjects will be
more likely to false alarm to a feature lure backbone
,
which has a studied feature bone
that is "transparent" in episodic memory. However, if an opaque parent dumbbell is
studied, then subjects will be less likely to false alarm to a feature lure cowbelL which has
a studied feature bell that is "opaque" in episodic memory (Figure 2).
Method
Participants
Twenty-seven undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts
participated in the Experiment 2 for course credits. All participants were native English
speakers.
Stimuli
Seventy compound words and 80 non-compound fillers were used as old and newr
items. Half of the compound words were opaque and the other half were transparent. The
transparency of words wras predetermined by asking 40 participants to make a
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transparency judgment on the stimulus in a norming task (same as the one used in the
Experiment 1). The norming results are presented in Table 5. Mean transparencies for the
opaque compounds and the transparent compounds were 2.72 (SD = 0.76) and 6.14
(0.41), respectively. Their mean difference was significant, t (78) = 24.021 .p < 0.001. Of
the 70 compound words, 20 of them (10 opaque and 1 0 transparent) were selectively
chosen to serv e as critical parents, from which feature lures were created. The remaining
50 compound words (25 opaque and 25 transparent) were randomly assigned to being old
and new items.
The chosen critical 20 parents were matched on familiarity and concreteness
ratings and only differed in transparency rating (see Table 5, top). Importantly, we also
matched the transparency of feature lures created from the two classes of parents so that
the)' are all transparent compounds. The reason for this was to make sure that any
significant differences observed between the two types of feature lures could be attributed
to the transparency differences of their parents instead of the test lures. In addition, the
critical features embedded in the two classes of feature lures were also matched on their
linguistic frequency, word length, and number of syllables (see Table 5, bottom). Some
of the features lures (four of them in each class) were created from the first constituent of
their parents, and the others (six of them in each class) from the second constituent. We
were not worried about the perfect counterbalancing of using the first or the second
constituent in creating the feature lures because our previous morphological headedness
analysis (Experiment 1. discussion section) and the previous study (Jones & Jacoby.
2001 ) both indicated that feature errors do not differ when the first or the second
constituent is presented in the study.
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A study list was created from 100 words, half of which were compound and half
of which were non-compound. Of the 50 compounds, 20 were the critical parents from
which the feature lures were generated. Of the remaining 30 compounds. 20 of them were
to be tested in their original form. Of the 50 non-compound fillers, half were long words
that were matched on the length of the critical compound words, but contained more than
2 syllables (i.e., 3 or 4). The other half consisted of short words that contained only a
single syllable. Four additional fillers were used as primacy and recency items. The
presentation order of the study items was random. From a participant's perspective, there
were an equal number of compound words and non-compound words in the study list. A
large number of non-compound fillers are necessary in the current design in order to
ensure that the compound words will be treated as unified items and that their embedded
features will be processed and encoded naturally (see Table 6 for the design of
Experiment 2).
A test list was created from 120 test probes, half of which were compound words
and half of which were non-compound words. Of the 60 compound words. 20 were old
words. 20 were new words, and 20 were feature lures. Of the 60 non-compound words.
30 were old words and 30 were new words. The presentation order for test items was
randomized for every participant. From the perspective of a participant, the test list
contained a total of 50 old items. 50 new items, and 20 similar items (feature lures).
Procedure
Participants were tested individually. They were presented with a list of 100 study
words at a rate of 1500ms per word. The study IS1 (inter-stimulus interval) was 1000 ms.
Immediately following the study phase, participants were given the test instructions.
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followed by a brief practice test in which 1 0 test probes were included. Participants then
performed a final test in which 120 test probes were included. Participants were
instructed to make an old-new binary7 judgment followed by a 6-point confidence rating,
ranging from "sure new" ( 1 ) to "sure old" (6).
Results
A 2 (semantic transparency: opaque and transparent) x 3 (item: old. new, critical
lures) repeated ANOVA was performed on the "old" responses and mean "oldness"
confidence rating. Mean proportions of "old" response to all the items are presented in
Table 7. The main effect of semantic transparency was not significant, F(l, 26) = 0.827,
p = 0.372. The main effect of item types was significant, F(2, 52) = 1 12.74,/? < 0.001.
Importantly for the current hypothesis, there was a significant interaction effect, F (2, 52)
= 6.829./? = 0.002. A planned contrast analysis confirmed that mean false alarm rates to
the feature lures created from transparent parents (M = 0.37: SD = 0.23) was significantly
larger than to the feature lures created from opaque parents (M = 0.25; SD = 0.15). F(\.
26) = 8.798./? = 0.003.
To further examine the data, a series of post-hoc contrast analyses were carried
out. First of all. opaque and transparent old items (M = 0.77, SD = 0.18: M = 0.75. SD =
0.18. respectively) were recognized equally well. .F(l, 26) = 0.671,/? =0.42. False alarm
rates to opaque (M = 0.22, SD = 0.15) and transparent new items (M = 0.19. SD = 0.15)
were also similar, F ( 1. 26) = 1.47./? = 0.24, suggesting that subjects did not have a bias
to say "old" to either one of the compound words when they were new at test. Compared
to the baseline errors (M = 0.22, SD = 0.18). false alarm rates to feature lures created
from opaque parents were similar. F ( 1, 26) = 1 .360. p = 0.254. but false alarms to feature
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lures created from transparent parents were significantly different, F (1, 26) = 27.66, p <
0.001. This suggests that features lures containing "opaque" features were treated as if
they were new lures, whereas feature lures containing "transparent'* features were more
likely to be falsely accepted as studied items. Finally, recognition performance for
compound words was compared to non-compound words. For both old and new items,
the proportion of "old" response was similar. F(l, 26) = 0.276, p = 0.604: F(l, 26) =
0.104./? = 0.749. respectively. This suggests that compound words were encoded as
unified items, same as non-compound words.
Mean "oldness" confidence ratings for the critical lures are shown in the Table 8.
A planned paired t-test analysis showed that feature lures containing "transparent"
features (M = 2.94, SD = 0.74) were on average given a higher confidence rating than
feature lures containing "opaque" features (M = 2.60, SD = 0.59), t (26) = 2.78, p =
0.005. More post-hoc paired t-test analyses were carried out and showed that both types
of feature lures were given a higher "oldness" confidence rating than the baseline new
lures (M - 2.34. SD = 0.65). t (26) = 5.38, p < 0.001, t (26) - 2.81. p = 0.009.
respectively, indicating that feature lures generally seem more familiar than new items.
Discussion
The current results support the claim that feature accessibility' plays an important
role in the occurrence of feature errors. Feature errors were found to be more likely to
occur with lures created from transparent parents than lures created from opaque parents.
In fact, feature lures containing "opaque" studied features were treated as if they were
new lures.
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Once again, the current data suggest that compound words can be represented
differently in episodic memory depending on the nature of their associated features:
Transparent compound words are represented in a way such that the embedded features
are independently represented but closely associated with the whole. As a result they are
highly accessible in memory. In contrast, opaque compound words are represented in a
way such that the embedded features are unitized. As a result, they become less
accessible in memory'.
The current results help to clarify the inconsistent findings regarding feature
errors in the memory' conjunction error literature. First of all, feature errors were found to
be sensitive to the semantic transparency of the parent words from which the feature lures
were created. Feature errors were more likely if they were created from transparent
parents than from opaque parents. Secondly, the current study showed that the frequency
of the constituents (features) of compound words may play a role in feature error
occurrence. My previous analyses on the materials used in the literature showed that
feature lures containing a low frequency studied feature were found to be associated with
higher false alarm rates than those containing a high frequency studied feature. In light of
this discovery, only low frequency features were used in the current experiment. As
expected, feature errors were observed in the current study. Importantly, feature errors
were observed with feature lures containing transparent features, but not with those
containing opaque features. This indicates that the observed effect of feature accessibility
on feature errors in the current Experiment is a strong one.
The current results pose a major problem for the binding theory'' s claim about
having a feature binding process taking place at retrieval. If there is a binding mechanism
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at retrieval that causes stored features to be retrieved and miscombined, then feature
errors should not occur because theoretically it is impossible to bind stored features and
new features together. However, the current experiment clearly shows that feature errors
were possible under a well-controlled design.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT 3: RETRIEVAL DYNAMICS OF EPISODIC FEATURES
In Experiments 1 and 2, opaque features produced only minimal false alarm rates
at test. This null effect of opaque features has two possible causes. Either opaque features
were treated as if they were new items at test because they were highly inaccessible in
memory, or they were accessed quickly during retrieval but were then rejected due to
recovery of the original form in which they were previously encountered. Experiment 3
examines these two possibilities.
The familiarity theory in the dual process model argues that there are at least two
processes that we use to retrieve information from memory: familiarity and recollection.
Memory conjunction errors occur because the lures seem familiar, but the error can be
prevented if specific information can be recollected to reject the lures that seem familiar
(e.g.. recollection of the parent in which the familiar feature was originally embedded).
Previous research has suggested that the two processes follow different time course.
Familiarity is a fast and automatic process, while the recollection process is slower and
more deliberate (e.g., Gronlund et al.. 1989: Hintzman et al., 1994; McElree et al.. 1999;
Rotello, & Heit. 2000. etc.) Therefore, memory conjunction errors are expected to occur
very early during processing time. If recollection rejection is used at a later point in
processing, these conjunction errors can be reduced.
The puipose of Experiment 3 is to investigate the retrieval dynamics of the two
different types of episodic features (i.e., opaque and transparent). Since transparent
features are highly accessible, transparent disassembly errors are expected to occur
readily at the early response signal delay. If recollection is used, transparent disassembly
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error rates are expected to drop at the later response signal delay. On the other hand, since
opaque features are inaccessible, opaque disassembly errors are predicted to be minimal
across processing time. However, a high disassembly error rate at the early response
signal delay will suggest that opaque features are accessed early during retrieval but then
quickly rejected.
Although it would be ideal to map out the full time-course of the underlying
processes responsible for the two different types of disassembly errors, doing so would
require a large number of critical trials. Therefore, in the present experiment we opt to
use only two response-signal delays.
Previous studies have shown that recollection rejection was more likely to occur
in a condition in which study items were presented multiple times (Jones & Jacoby; 2001
;
Jones. 2005). In order to increase the likelihood of using recollection rejection, we also
added one study condition to the current experiment in which the number of study
presentations is increased to three.
Response-signal delay procedure
The response-signal delay procedure is straightforward. The participants will first
stud\- a list of w ords, and then perform a recognition test, in w hich the amount of delay
time they are given before making a judgment is varied. Two response-signal delays are
used: A short response delay (250ms) and a long response delay (2000ms). 250 ms is
used for the short delay because time-course studies have shown that information
sufficient to discriminate items in memory (i.e.. for discriminating old from new words)
becomes available around the first 100-150 ms of processing time, but associative
information (i.e.. for discriminating whether part 1 and part 2 were studied together) is
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not available until later. Therefore, judgments made at earlier processing times should
only reflect the contribution of a familiarity process. However, since previous time-
course memory conjunction studies have also shown that there will be many time-out
trials if the response delay is made too short, we decided to choose 250 ms. The two
response delays were randomly intermixed during the test. At the end of the response
delay, participants were given cues (a brief tone and a row of asterisks) to make an
immediate binary old-new response within a response time window of 350ms. If
participants are too fast in making a response (they respond before the signal cues),
nothing will happen. If they are too slow (they respond later than 350ms after the signal
cue), a warning feedback (i.e. “Too slow!") will be given before the next trial begins.
Because the order of the two lags is random, participants cannot anticipate how much
time they have to wait before making a judgment on any given trial, thereby minimizing
strategic differences between the two response delays.
Method
Participants
Sixty-one undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts participated
for either cash or course credit. All participants were native English speakers.
Stimuli
Sixty compound words and 100 non-compound fillers were used in the current
experiment. Half of the compound words were opaque (mean transparency rating = 2.35.
SD = 0.70). and the other half were transparent (mean of the transparency rating = 6.05.
SD = 0.39). Twenty compound words were selectively chosen to serve as critical studied
items and were disassembled at test so that the features were tested separately. The
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chosen 20 critical compounds were matched on familiarity and concreteness ratings,
differing only in transparency ratings (see Table 9). The two types of disassembly lures
were matched on linguistic frequency, word length, and number of syllables (see Table
10). Half of the 100 non-compound fillers were long words that were matched on the
length of the critical compound words but contained more than 2 syllables (i.e., 3 or 4).
The other half consisted of short words that contained only a single syllable. Four
additional fillers were used as primacy and recency items.
The design of the experiment is shown in Table 1 0. A study list of 100 words was
created from 40 compound words and 60 non-compound words. Of the 40 compounds,
20 became the critical parents from which 40 disassembly lures were created for use
during test. The remaining 20 studied compounds were tested in their original form. Of
the 60 non-compound fillers, half were long words and the other half were short words. A
large number of non-compound fillers were necessary in the current design to ensure that
the compound words would be treated as unified items and that their embedded features
would be processed and encoded naturally. The presentation order of the study items was
random for every participant.
A list of 160 test probes was created. Of the words on this list. 60 were old items.
40 were disassembly lures, and the remaining 60 were new items. In the old and new item
groups, 20 were compound words and 40 were non-compound words. The presentation
order for test items was randomized for every participant.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually. They were randomly assigned to either a
Single-presentation condition, in which the study items were studied once, or a Multiple-
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presentation condition, in which the study items were studied 3 times in 3 different study
blocks. Both conditions started with a training session, in which participants were trained
to be able to make a quick response immediately after they receive a response signal cue.
Each training trial began with a cross ("+") presented in the middle of the screen. Then a
word (either "yes" or "no") would replace the cross and stay on the screen for either 250
ms or 2000 ms. At the end of each delay, a visual cue (“*******") and an audio cue
("click" sound) were presented simultaneously to signal participants to make a response.
Participants were instructed to press a blue button (key ”/") if the word that appeared
before was a "yes", and a red button (key ”z“) if the word was a "no". Participants were
asked to press the button within 350 ms of receiving their cues. If they pressed the button
before the signal cue, nothing would happen on the monitor; if they pressed the button
350 ms after the onset of the cue. a warning feedback ("Too slow!") would appear on the
screen before the next trial began to tell them that they had missed the current trial.
Participants were given 30 training trials. Most of the participants were able to perform
the task without missing a trial after the first 10 trials. Those who missed more than half
of the trials were asked to repeat the training session until they were comfortable to
continue with the experiment.
The training session was followed by a study phase. Participants were presented
with a list of study items containing 40 compound and 60 non-compound words. The
words were displayed one at a time in the middle of the screen at a rate of 2500 ms per
word (including a 1000 ms ISI). Participants in the Multiple-presentation condition were
presented with the same list of study items in a random order in 3 separate study blocks.
The study phase was followed by a brief practice test, which was then followed by a final
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recognition memory test. Participants were told that the test was similar to the training
session, in which the amount of time that they were made to wait before making a
judgment was varied. However, instead of the words being a "yes" and "no", there would
actually be test words presented on each test trial. Two response-signal delays were used:
Short response delay (350ms) and Long response delay (2000ms). At the end of the delay
a visual cue (••********") and an auditory cue (computer "click" sound) were given to
signal participants to make an immediate response. Participants were asked to decide if
the test probe was on the study list and then make a binary7 old-new judgment by pressing
the button that corresponds with their decision. They were instructed to respond within
350ms of receiving the signal cues. If a participant was too slow, a warning feedback was
given before the next trial began.
Results
The mean proportions of "old" response to all items are presented in Table 1 1 . To
find out if the two experimental manipulations (i.e.. number of study presentations and
response-signal delays) obtained desirable effects, a 2 between variable (study
presentation: once and thrice) x 2 within variable (response delay: short and long lag) x
10 within variable (items ty pe: opaque compound-word old. opaque compound-word
new. opaque disassembly, transparent compound-word old. transparent compound-word
new. transparent disassembly, filler short word old. filler short word new. filler long word
old. filler long word new) mixed design ANOVA was performed on the "old" responses.
All effects were not significant {p > 0.05) except for the following three. There
was a significant main effect of item types. F ( 9. 531) = 124.05 . p < 0.001. More
importantly to the current hypothesis, there was a significant interaction effect between
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item and number of study presentations, F (9. 531) = 7.252. p < 0.001, and also a
significant interaction effect of item and response delay. F ( 9. 531) = 31.54,/? < 0.001.
Post-hoc contrast analyses revealed that the significant interaction effect between item
and number of study presentations came primarily from old items: old items studied 3
times received more "old'' responses than those studied only once (M= 0.76 versus M=
0.61), F(l, 59) = 21.513,/? < 0.001. New items and disassembly lures did not interact
with number of study presentations. These results indicate that the manipulation of study
presentation did obtain a desirable effect. Post-hoc contrast analyses also revealed that
response delay significantly interacted with old items, new items, and disassembly lures.
Old items received more "old" response at the long lag (mean = 0.77) than at the short lag
(mean = 0.61), F(l, 59) = 73.95, p < 0.001; new items received fewer "old'’ (mean =
0.18) response at the long lag than at the short lag (mean = 0.33), F( 1, 59) = 45.15./? <
0.001 ; and disassembly lures received more "old
r
' response at the short lag (mean = 0.42)
than at the long lag (mean = 0.28). F ( 1. 59) = 30.57 , p < 0.001 . These results indicate
that response delay manipulation also obtained a desirable effect: recognition memory
performance was overall better when given more time at retrieval.
Next, the two ty pes of disassembly errors (transparent and opaque) were
compared as a function of response delay and study presentation. False alarm rates for the
two types of disassembly lures were corrected for baseline false alarm rates (see Tables
1 1 and 12). A 2 (study presentation: once and thrice) x 2 (response delay: short and long
lag) x 2 (disassembly lures: opaque and transparent) mixed ANOVA was performed on
the corrected disassembly error rates. All effects were found to be not significant except
for one: There was a significant main effect of disassembly lure type. Transparent
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disassembly errors (mean = 0.14) were significantly larger than opaque disassembly
errors (mean = 0.02), F(l. 59) = 36. 21, p < 0.001. This effect did not interact with study
presentation or response delay, suggesting that the pattern of disassembly errors was not
affected by number of study presentations, nor did it differ across processing time at
retrieval. Post-hoc contrast analyses confirmed that in both study presentation conditions
and across both response delays conditions, transparent disassembly errors were always
significantly higher than opaque disassembly errors (ps < 0.05).
We also examined whether the two types of disassembly false alarms were larger
than the baseline false alarms across study conditions and across response delays (see the
two bottom figures of Figure 3). One sample t-tests were performed on the disassembly
errors (corrected for respective baseline false alarms) and revealed that in the Single-
presentation condition, the number of transparent disassembly errors was significantly
larger than zero for both lags (ps < 0.05); whereas the number of opaque disassembly
errors was not at both lags (rs < 1). In the Multiple-presentation condition, the number of
transparent disassembly errors was also found to be significantly larger than zero for both
lags {ps < 0.05). However, the number of opaque disassembly errors was found to be
larger than zero at the short lag. mean = 0.077. t (29) = 1.997. p = 0.028. but was not at
the long lag (t < 1 ).
Finally, we examined if there is evidence for recall-to-reject with the two types of
disassembly errors. Paired sample t-tests revealed that the decline in opaque disassembly
errors from short lag to long lag was not significant in the Single-presentation condition (r
< 1 ). but the decline was marginally significant in the Multiple-presentation condition,
mean = 0.077. t (29) = 1.59. p = 0.061. The decline in transparent disassembly errors was
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not significant in both Single-presentation and Multiple-presentation conditions. These
results suggest that there is no clear evidence to indicate that recall-to-reject was used to
prevent from making either type of disassembly errors at latter retrieval time-course.
Discussion
The current results show that transparent disassembly error frequency was greater
than that for opaque disassembly errors at all points in time during the course of
processing. Therefore, the current data once again provide strong evidence in support of
the feature accessibility hypothesis, which claims that transparent features are
independently represented and retain highly accessible across retrieval time-course. In
contrast, opaque features are unitized and become inaccessible as a result across retrieval
time-course.
In the current experiment, we also address one important finding in Experiments 1
and 2: False alarm rates with opaque features were consistently found to be minimal. The
current data replicate these null effects of opaque feature errors at all time-course, which
strongly support the idea that opaque features were treated as if they were new items
during retrieval because they were highly inaccessible in memory.
There was no clear evidence in the current time-course data to suggest that a
recall-to-reject process was used during retrieval, even with multiple study presentations,
where conditions were ideal for recollection to occur. The current data discredits the
possibility' that opaque features were accessed during early retrieval and then rejected
later on after the recover}' of the original configuration in which they were previously
encountered.
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Potential reasons for not observing significant recall-to-reiect
The null effect of recall-to-reject might be due to an averaging effect over poor
performance at the short lag. The same analysis was performed after excluding subjects
who had chance old-new sensitivity (d' < 0.1 ) at the short lag and a significant recall-to-
reject was found. The logic behind this analysis is that if subjects were not sensitive to
old-new information (or item familiarity information) at 250 ms, they would not be
sensitive to opaque-transparent information (which is arguably a type of associative
information) at that short lag. According to the empirical findings from time-course
studies, associative information usually becomes available much later in time-course than
item information (e.g., Gronlund et al, 1989; Hintzman et al. 1994, etc.). Therefore, if
there really were false alarm differences between transparent and opaque feature at the
short lag, these data were not observable for these subjects. Consequently, the overall
error rates (for both opaque and transparent disassembly lures) at the short lag, estimated
by averaging over these data, would be significantly reduced. As a result, the estimates of
recall-to-reject would be severely comprised. The key evidence for recall-to-reject in the
current time-course study came from the observation of a drop in the corrected
disassembly error rates (corrected for baseline new false alarms) from the short lag to the
long lag. By averaging across those subjects with poor performance at the short lag (i.e..
false alarms rates were equal for both disassembly lures and new lures), the disassembly
error rates were reduced, thereby reducing the chance of observing a significant ’drop' in
error rates at the long lag.
Based on this logic, the same analysis was performed on the two types of
disassembly errors after excluding subjects who had chance old-new sensitivity {d' < 0.3)
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at the short lag. Eleven out of 31 subjects were excluded in the Single-presentation
condition and 6 out of 30 were excluded in the Multiple-presentation condition. Paired
sample t-tests were performed on the remaining data, which consisted of 20 subjects in
the Single-presentation condition and 24 subjects in the Multiple-presentation condition.
Similar to the overall data, these data show that the decline of opaque disassembly errors
from short lag to long lag was not significant in the Single-presentation condition (t < 1).
However, unlike the overall data, the drop was significant in the Multiple-presentation
condition, mean false alarms at short lag = 0.13. mean false alarms at long lag = 0, / (23)
= 3.18./? = 0.002. The same pattern holds true for transparent disassembly errors. The
decline in transparent disassembly errors over time was not significant in the Single-
presentation condition (t <1). but it was significant in the Multiple-presentation condition
(mean false-alarm at short lag = 0.26, mean false-alarm at long lag = 0.08). t (23) = 3.25,
p = 0.002. Further analyses on these data show that, same as the overall data, the number
of transparent disassembly errors was always significantly higher than that of opaque
disassembly errors in both study presentation conditions and across both response signal
lags {ps < 0.05).
In summary, a recall-to-reject was found in the Multiple-presentation condition
only after excluding subjects whose performance was poor at the short lags. These
analyses suggest that the marginal effect of recall-to-reject in the overall data analyses
could be due to the inclusion of chance performance at the short lag. Recall-to-reject
could be used to prevent both opaque and transparent disassembly errors at later retrieval
time, but the current analysis showed that this is only true in the Multiple-presentation
condition.
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Final issue that is worth of further investigation concerns the onset timing of
disassembly errors. It is possible that in the current time-course experiment we have not
yet captured the peak of the disassembly errors at the short lag that we used. The short lag
of 250 ms could be too early for the disassembly errors to rise up to its peak, which
would explain why we did not observe a significant decline in error rates across time-
course. The short lag of 250 ms could also be too late. As suggested by a pilot data of a
time-course study, the peak of the transparent disassembly errors occur at 450ms + RT
during the retrieval time-course. Future time-course studies that look into the timing of
the feature errors could unravel many interesting mysteries, such as the degree to which
transparent features are represented differently from opaque features in episodic memory,
and the degree to which opaque features are unitized in episodic memory.
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present results are important for three main reasons. First, a new factor has
been found to play an important role in the occurrence of memory conjunction errors:
semantic transparency of compound words or accessibility of episodic features. Second,
the current research reviewed and identified the problems existing in the experimental
design of the past studies, which helped clarifying the inconsistent findings on feature
errors. Third, the current research revealed that episodic features can be represented
differently in our memory system, some are represented independently and remain highly
accessible at retrieval, whereas others are unified into the whole and become inaccessible
at retrieval.
A New factor is discovered
A new factor has been discovered to play in important role in memory
conjunction errors. As demonstrated in the current research, unified events such as
compound words can be represented differently in episodic memory depending on their
semantic transparency. Opaque compound words contain features that are semantically
unrelated to the whole word, whereas transparent compound words contain features that
literally give rise to the meaning of the entire word. Despite the fact that the two types of
compound words are remembered equally well, they are represented differently in
episodic memory. The key distinction lies in the episodic representation of their
embedded features. This distinction was targeted by the feature accessibility hypothesis
and was captured in the current experimental paradigm. According to the feature
accessibility hypothesis, the accessibility of the embedded features is dependent on how
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they are represented in episodic memory: Features embedded in studied transparent
parents (transparent episodicfeatures ) are believed to be represented independently of
the whole and remain highly accessible at retrieval, whereas features embedded in
studied opaque parents (opaque episodic features) are believed to be unitized into the
whole so that they become inaccessible at retrieval. Consistent with these claims.
Experiment 1 and 3 demonstrated that transparent disassembly lures were more likely to
elicit false alarms than opaque disassembly lures. Experiment 3 also showed that such
error pattern was true throughout the entire retrieval time-course. Experiment 2
confirmed the influence of feature accessibility in the occurrence of feature errors, and
argued that such effect could be extended naturally to memory conjunction errors.
Potential reasons for the inconsistent findings of feature errors are identified
The current research reviewed the inconsistent findings of feature errors observed
in the literature and identified several experimental design problems existing in the past
studies that could have contributed to the inconsistency. At least three important factors
were identified. First, past studies did not create an ideal encoding environment, in which
the unified items could be processed and encoded naturally. Specifically, those studies
did not properly select their study materials and did not include non-compound filler
items in the study list. To remedy these problems, the current experimental design used
only compound items that are single words according to the Merriam-Webster dictionary
and also included many non-compound filler items in the current experiments. Second,
past studies did not control for linguistic frequency of the embedded features that were
used to create feature lures. My analyses indicated that stimulus sets that produced
feature errors tended to contain features with low frequency (Jones & Ashley. 2001.
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Jones & Jacoby, 2002), but those that did not produce feature errors contained features
with high frequency (Reinitz et ah. 1994. 1996, and Odegard et ah, 2005). The current
studies used stimulus sets that contained low frequency features and. as expected,
produced significant feature errors. Third, in addition to the experimental design
problems, past studies have also overlooked an important factor existed in compound
stimuli that significantly affects the occurrence of feature errors. This new factor, namely
the accessibility of the studied features, was introduced: Some episodic features
(embedded in transparent parents) are highly accessible and therefore more susceptible to
feature errors; whereas other episodic features (embedded in opaque parents) are
inaccessible and therefore less susceptible to feature errors. The current results
(Experiment 2) confirmed this finding. In light of the current data, the findings observed
by past studies that did not control for the above concerns should be interpreted with
extra caution.
Different types of episodic feature representation are suggested
Taken as a whole, the current data reveal that there are at least two types of
episodic feature representation: Transparent episodic features are represented
independently and remain highly accessible at retrieval, whereas Opaque episodic
features are unified into a whole and become inaccessible at retrieval. The current
research has significant implications for past studies of memory conjunction errors as
well as studies of memory in general since such studies generally assume an
independence of feature representation. The current research suggests that a unitization
viewpoint of feature representation (Anderson: 1983: McClelland & Nystrom. 1988) is
also warranted. In a unitization viewpoint, episodic features can be bound to form a new.
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conjoined representation that is uniquely different from the two separate features. This
unitization viewpoint is also consistent with a holistic representation viewpoint in face
recognition studies, where faces are assumed to be processed and represented holistically
such that the embedded features are not dissected (Farah, Wilson, Drain & Tanaka, 1998;
Tanakah & Farah. 1993, 2003).
The current data also suggest that semantic information may be the central
organizing principle in our episodic memory system. The finding that episodic memory is
highly constrained by semantic information has been consistently observed in the DRM
paradigm in the false memory literature (e.g., Roediger & McDermott. 1995). However,
little research has been conducted to distinguish among types of semantic relations and
their effects on memory.
In a memory conjunction error paradigm, there are at least three types of semantic
relations that can be identified. One type of semantic relation exists between the studied
parents, from which the conjunction lures were created. Hannigan et al (2003)
investigated this relation and found that conjunction lures made out of two similar parents
yielded higher false alarm rates than those with dissimilar parents.
A second type of semantic relation exists between studied parents and conjunction
lures. Odegard et al. (2005) examined this relationship with regards to memory
conjunction errors and found that conjunction lures that had high or low semantic overlap
with their parents did not differ in terms of false alarm rates. However, they did find that
conjunction lures that had high semantic overlap with their parents induced more recall-
to-reject. as reflected by two critical observ ations: one. the proportion of the highest
confident new responses, and two. the proportion of self-report explanations for their
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responses that were "recollection-based" (i.e., participants were able to write down the
original parents in which the conjunction lures were created from).
A third type of semantic relation exists between the studied parents and their
embedded features that are used to create conjunction lures, the central theme of the
current research. This idea was novel because unified events such as compound words are
usually treated as single items in the memory conjunction error literature. In other words,
because during the test participants were not expected to decompose conjunction lures
and feature lures (i.e., test probes were expected to be processed naturally as single
words ), the effect of this semantic relation on memory conjunction errors has been
overlooked or given little attention in the literature. The current research clearly
demonstrate that the effect of semantic relation between the whole and their embedded
features significantly affected the occurrence of feature errors, and suggested that such
effect also plays an important role in memory conjunction errors.
Implications for familiarity theory'
The current data are consistent with the familiarity' theory since feature errors do
occur at retrieval. Familiarity theory naturally predicts feature errors because feature lures
contain one studied part and should therefore produce a higher degree of familiarity than
new lures, which are entirely novel. However, in order for the familiarity theory to fully
account for the current data, one assumption needs to be made: Item familiarity at
retrieval must be highly constrained by a type of semantic information that exists
between the encoded item and their embedded features. If a feature lure contains a feature
that was embedded in a previously studied transparent compound word, it should produce
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a higher degree of familiarity at retrieval than a feature lure with a feature that was
embedded in a previously studied opaque compound word.
Implications for binding theory'
The current version of binding theory (Reinitz and colleagues, 1992, 1996. 2001;
2004) cannot account for the occurrence of feature errors observed in the current study
with a well-controlled experimental design. The binding theory claims that only features
that are stored in memory can be conjoined during retrieval. The theory 7 therefore predicts
minimal feature error occurrence because feature lures contain one studied feature and
one new feature, which theoretically cannot be conjoined. In light of the current results,
the binding theory7 needs to be modified.
It is quite possible to incorporate the feature accessibility hypothesis into the
binding theory7 . The binding theory attributes the cause of memory7 conjunction errors to a
feature binding mechanism at encoding or at retrieval. The feature accessibility account
extends the theory by claiming that, before a binding mechanism can occur, the features
need to be accessed. One important distinction between binding theory and feature
accessibility hypothesis is that the binding mechanism is heavily driven by the cognitive
effort exerted by participants at encoding or at retrieval (i.e., binding is a function of
attention given by participants); whereas the accessibility of features is primarily
dependent on the nature of the stimuli (i.e., feature accessibility is a function of semantic
relatedness between the embedded features and the whole). In other words, a participant
can vary the amount of attention they give in binding between the features embedded in
compound words, but the semantic relation between a compound word and its features is
a trait of the stimulus and completely out of the participant's control.
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By incorporating the idea of feature accessibility, the binding theory can more
effectively handle the findings of recollection rejection at longer recognition delays. That
is, if the accessed features successfully lead to the retrieval of the original studied items
before binding occurs, then conjunction errors can be prevented. Since successful
retrieval of stored features or the original forms in which they were embedded must take
place before binding occurs, binding is assumed to have a rather late onset during
retrieval. Given this assumption, two predictions can be made that should be examined in
the future research: One, conjunction errors should generally be associated with longer
latencies than the baseline or feature errors. Two, if recollection rejection is used, it
should occur earlier than binding. Thus, latencies associated with correct rejections of
conjunctions errors should be shorter than those of conjunction errors, which is the
opposite of what the familiarity theory would predict. Future research can be directed to
further examine the nature of binding mechanism at retrieval. We currently know very
little about this theoretical process upon which the binding theory relies. For example, we
do not know whether it is an automatic process, or whether or not there exists an
‘'unbinding
7
' process that can occur following binding.
Binding mechanism in other domains
Even though the current research does not support the binding theory of memory
conjunction error, it does not reject the idea of binding mechanism altogether. The
current data challenge the claim that a binding process occurs at retrieval but does not
rule out the possibility of a binding process occurring at encoding. Binding is a cognitive
mechanism that links together various individual events that we experience each day.
Forming a coherent memory trace (for either a single or complex event) requires not only
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the retention of individual parts but also the binding between all the relevant parts. The
importance of a binding mechanism in long term memory has been emphasized in aging
studies, in which older adults have generally been found to possess an impairment in
contextual or source memory but not in item memory (e.g., Chalfonte & Johnson, 1996;
Glisky, Rubin. & Davidson, 2001; Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2000; Naveh-Benjamin. Craik,
Guez, & Kreuger. 2004; Naveh-Benjamin. Guez. Kilb. & Reedy, 2004). The importance
of a binding mechanism is also emphasized in neuropsychological studies, in which
evidence has been found to suggest that binding is a function of the hippocampal system
(Cohen. 1993; Eichenbaum & Bunsey. 1995; Glisky' et al., 2001; Henke. Buck. Weber. &
Wieser, 1997; Henke et al., 1999; Kroll et al., 1996; Lekeu et al., 2002; Mitchell.
Johnson. Raye & D'Esposito. 2000; Moscovitch. 1994). For example, patients whose
hippocampal system was damaged were found to have particular difficulty in forming
new associations (e.g., Paller & Mayes, 1994; Schacter. Church. & Bolton, 1995), and
were much more likely to make memory' conjunction errors (Kroll et al.. 1996).
Feature binding versus item-item association
The current research raises an interesting question that could potentially bridge
two different domains of research: how does binding between features in a unified item
such as a compound word differ from binding between unrelated items such as word
pairs? The former has been studied mainly in memory conjunction error research,
whereas the latter has typically been investigated in associative recognition studies. The
distinction between the two types of binding has not been described in the literature.
Given that all past studies of memory conjunction errors assume that episodic
features are represented independently, it is reasonable to assume that compound words
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should be represented in the same way as unrelated word-pairs. Thus, the feature
representation of a compound word should be equivalent to the item representation of
word pairs in an associative task. Furthermore, binding between features should also be
equivalent to binding between unrelated items, which is ty pically regarded as associative
information. Many memory models of recognition and recall capture the distinction
between item and associative information (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Hintzman, 1988;
Humphreys, Pie. Bain. & Tehan, 1989; Murdock, 1982; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997). In
these models, item information reflects a weighted summed similarity between a test
probe and the contents of memory7 . Associative information is typically stored
independently by means of a conjunctive process that binds the information making up
the individual items. Associations in these models are formed between simultaneously
processed items and can also span several items that co-occur in a working memory
buffer (e.g., Kahana, 1996; Sirotin, Kimball, & Kahana, in press).
The results of the current research, however, show that when the compound words
were single words (with no space) and were intermixed with non-compound fillers in the
study list, they were not treated as two single items with an additional association, as
would be the case with word pairs. Instead, they were encoded as unified items or single
units such that the embedded features may not be accessible during retrieval. Because of
these existing pre-experimental differences, the strength of binding between features in a
unified concept is said to be stimulus-driven, whereas the strength of association between
two unrelated concepts is said to be subject-driven. For example, the link between black
and mail in a compound word will be stored in subject's memory' even if they do not use
a lot of effort to encode that information. On the other hand, in order to successfully
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encode the association between a pair of unrelated words into memory, subjects are
required to invest significant amount of cognitive or learning effort during encoding.
Otherwise, this information is not likely to end up being stored in the memory.
The current data suggest that unified items such as compound words can be
represented differently in episodic memory depending on the nature of their associated
features. Some features appear to be independently represented and are highly accessible
in memory; whereas other features appear to be unitized and become relatively
inaccessible in memory. While the featural difference in a compound word may not
influence memory’ recognition for the whole word, it does greatly affects the likelihood of
feature errors, and presumably memory’ conjunction errors.
Because compound words are arguably unified items, memory conjunction errors
occurring with such stimuli are said to be more intuitively surprising than the association
errors that occur with unrelated word pairs. The association errors come from a failure of
learning effect, which is itself an interesting question. Future research could be directed
to examine how learning changes the memory representation from one kind to the other,
or how learning leads to different types of episodic representation. It will also be
interesting to see whether or not the two types of stimuli will have different effect on
retrieval processes. Since recollection indexes the use of associative information, finding
a lesser degree of recollection usage with compound words would suggest that the
recollection process is driven by some kind of information that is strategically established
during encoding.
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Future directions
To further distinguish between the two existing theories of memory conjunction
errors, some type of variability in recognition responses would have to be introduced to
account for the distinction between recollection and familiarity that critically determines
whether or not a binding process occurs. In the binding theory, recollection is thought to
occur when memory conjunction errors occur (i.e., "recollection-based" errors related to
binding). In the familiarity theory, recollection is thought to occur when memory'
conjunction errors are successfully prevented (i.e.. recollection-rejection of errors).
One of the benchmark distinctions between familiarity and recollection comes
from the findings in time-course studies, in which recollection is found to have a later
retrieval onset than familiarity. Therefore, one can further examine the retrieval timing
differences between a recall-to-reject (or recollection-rejection of errors) and a binding
(or "recollection-based" binding errors). The reference point is the retrieval timing of
memory conjunction errors. The familiarity theory claims that a fast familiarity underlies
memory conjunction errors and therefore would predict that recall-to-reject occurs later
than the so-called "binding" or the occurrence of the memory' conjunction errors.
However, the binding theory would predict the opposite that recall-to-reject occurs earlier
than binding. This is because once the binding occurs at retrieval, memory conjunction
errors will occur (i.e.. memory conjunction errors index binding) unless a recall-to-reject
is used before the binding.
In order to make sensible comparison between the retrieval timing of recall-to-
reject and binding . one can use a test procedure in which subjects will be asked to make a
speeded old-new recognition judgment followed by a non-speeded remember-know
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judgment. Distinctions have to be made between a true recall-to-reject ("new" +
"remember"
|
lures) and a false recall-to-reject ("new" + "know") lures), as well as a
recall-to-reject ("new" + "remember"
|
lures) and a recollection-based binding ("old" +
"remember"
|
lures). The key comparison involves the retrieval timing between the old-
new judgments for lures that are later given a "remember" response. Specifically, does
recall-to-reject
,
as indexed by correction rejection of lures that are associated with
"remember" responses, occur earlier or later than binding, as indexed false alarms to
lures that are associated with "remember" responses (i.e., for the responses given a
"remember" judgment, is RT for correct rejection of lures faster or slower than that for
o
false alarms to lures) .
Conclusion
The research reported thus far introduced and examined a brand new factor in the
literature of memory conjunction errors that were previously unrecognized. Experiment 1
confirmed the validity of the feature accessibility hypothesis, which states that the
accessibility of episodic features is dependant upon their semantic relation to the whole:
The closer the relation, the higher their accessibility will be. Consistent with this
hypothesis, transparent disassembly lures were found to be falsely accepted more often
and associated with higher "oldness" ratings than opaque disassembly lures. Experiment
3 further revealed that unified events can be represented differently in episodic memory,
depending on the nature of their embedded features. Features embedded in transparent
compounds can be represented independently of the w hole and remain highly accessible;
features embedded in opaque compounds can be unified into the whole and become
s
It is important to point out that RTs for correct responses are usually faster than those for incorrect
responses. That is. for old items, hits are faster than misses; for new items, correct rejections are faster than
false alarms. However, it is unclear whether RT between old-new responses for lures w ill be different.
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inaccessible. Consistent with this claim, transparent disassembly lures were found to be
highly accessible across all time-courses; whereas opaque disassembly lures were treated
as if they were not previously encountered across all time-courses. Experiment 2
confirmed the important role of feature accessibility in the occurrence of feature errors:
Feature errors were more likely to occur with feature lures created from transparent
parents than those created from opaque parents.
Taken as a whole, the current data suggested that features stored in episodic
memory can be classified into two types: Transparent episodicfeatures are represented
independently and remain highly accessible, while Opaque episodic features are unified
into the whole and become inaccessible.
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APPENDIX
STIMULI SETS IN EACH EXPERIMENT
Experiment 1:
Opaque Transparent Filler Items
beeline barbershop beer
blackmail bathrobe brush
blockhead battlefield cake
brainwash bedroom cathedral
breakfast bloodstain chocolate
broadcast bookshelf clock
buttercup boyfriend corridor
catwalk buttonhole election
cheapskate candlewax envelope
dashboard cheekbone fork
dragonfly clamshell grass
dumbbell crossroad hospital
fanfare doorknob invention
greenhorn drainpipe invitation
hallmark fingertip magazine
hamstring fireplace mechanic
hardware flagpole medicine
highlight grapevine monument
homesick graveyard newspaper
jailbird hailstorm orchestra
killjoy haircut politician
kingpin heartbeat principal
ladybug inkpot prisoner
longhand lampshade professor
mainstay lifeguard propeller
mothball nosebleed restaurant
peppermint nutcracker ring
pineapple playground secretary7
potluck pushcart sink
ragtime seafood slowr
scapegoat shoelace smoke
shortbread sketchpad sock
showcase snakeskin thick
sidekick soupspoon triangle
slapstick tablecloth
strawberry teardrop
tightwad thumbnail
toadstool toothpick
treadmill wastebasket
wallflower wheelchair
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Experiment 2:
Opaque Transparent Critical Opaque
beeline bathrobe breakfast
blackmail bloodstain buttercup
blockhead bookshelf dashboard
brainwash candlew'ax dragonfly
catwalk clamshell dumbbell
deadline earache hamstring
drawback fingertip ladybug
fanfare fireplace pineapple
greenhorn flagpole sidekick
hallmark grapevine treadmill
bankroll hailstorm
highlight handbag
Critical
leapfrog heartbeat Transparent
longhand nosebleed battlefield
mainstay nutcracker buttonhole
mushroom playground cheekbone
potluck seafood crossroad
scapegoat shoelace doorknob
shortbread snowball drainpipe
slapstick watchdog graveyard
strawberry tealeaf lampshade
tightwad teardrop snakeskin
toadstool thumbnail soupspoon
turnpike toothpick
wallflower wheelchair
Feature Lures Filler Items
breakpoint alcohol ankle
buttermilk alphabet beer
blackboard article bench
housefly avalanche brick
cowbell cabinet bubble
shoestring cathedral budget
bedbug chocolate cage
pinewood cigarette carpet
sideline citizen couch
windmill corridor debt
department doll
diamond essay
Feature Lures election flower
oilfield envelope foam
keyhole gallery frown
backbone hospital ginger
railroad invention habit
doorstep imitation honey
stovepipe janitor hook
gravestone limousine island
lamppost magazine judge
snakebite mechanic lesson
tablespoon medicine liquor
mineral loop
monument ocean
newspaper parade
orchestra pillow
politician rust
principal seal
prisoner sink
professor stew
propeller sword
restaurant temple
secretary tent
syllable ticket
telephone tunnel
triangle venom
umbrella window
vegetable wine
vinegar wool
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Experiment 3
:
Opaque Transparent Critical Opaque Filler Items
bankroll bloodstain breakfast alcohol squirrel beer wood
beeline bookshelf buttercup alphabet orchestra milk thick
blackmail shoelace dashboard article politician brick ring
blockhead clamshell dragonfly avalanche principal cage sock
brainwash earache dumbbell cabinet prisoner couch duck
catwalk fingertip hamstring cathedral professor debt leaf
deadline fireplace ladybug chocolate propeller doll tea
drawback flagpole pineapple cigarette restaurant foam fan
greenhorn grapevine sidekick citizen secretary house fare
hallmark hailstorm treadmill corridor syllable hook leap
highlight handbag
Critical
department telephone judge frog
mushroom heartbeat Transparent diamond triangle loop long
potluck nosebleed battlefield election umbrella rust hand
scapegoat nutcracker buttonhole envelope vegetable seal step
shortbread seafood cheekbone gallery vinegar sink stavj
slapstick snowball crossroad hospital audience stew bath
strawberry teardrop doorknob invention contract sword post
tightwad toothpick drainpipe invitation mountain tent play
turnpike watchdog graveyard janitor dandelion wine wind
wheelchair lampshade limousine tourist wool point
snakeskin magazine journal clock thumb
soupspoon mechanic centurvj brush nail
medicine mosquito cake stone
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Table 1: Design of Experiment 1
Study item types Examples Test item types Examples
Opaque compound potluck OP Intact
OP New lures
potluck
breakfast
blackmail *OP Disassembly lures black
mail
Transparent compound nutcracker TP Intact
TP New lures
nutcracker
heartbeat
doghouse *TP Disassembly lures dog
house
Single words cheek OP Intact cheek
bone Single New lures beer
draw
back
*OP Assembly lures drawback
door
knob
*TP Assembly lures doorknob
Fillers long words secretary Filler Intact secretary
cathedral Filler New library
0P= Opaque; TP= Transparent
* Critical lures
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Table 2: Characteristics of features (top) and compound words (bottom) in Experiment 1
K-F Frequency # of Letter # of Syllable
OP disassembly 83.3 (125) 4.22 (0.78) 1.08 (0.28)
TP disassembly 80.0(121) 4.45 (0.89) 1.11 (0.31)
OP= Opaque; TP= Transparent
Opaque Transparent
Mean Transparency 2.72 6.22
Mean Familiarity 6.14 6.17
Mean Concreteness 5.92 5.85
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Table 3: Mean proportion of “old” response to all items in Experiment 1, with SD
Disassembly Assembly
Single words Compound words lures lures
Old New Old New
0.66 0.22 0.75 0.17
Opaque (0.20) (0.17) (0.17) (0.17) *0.23 (0.18) **0.23 (0.23)
0.66 0.23 0.72 0.16
Transparent (0.22) (0.18) (0.20) (0.15) *0.32 (0.22)
‘*
0.31 (0.24)
*p = 0.001, one-tail
** p =0.017, one-tail
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Table 4: Mean "oldness" confidence rating to all critical lures in Experiment 1, with SD.
Disassembly lures Assembly lures
Opaque 2.59 (0.67 ) 2.45 (0.89)
Transparent 2.83 (0.78 ) 2.69 (0.90)
New 2.20(0.58) 2.20 (0.58)
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Table 5: Characteristics of critical features (top) and compounds (bottom) in Experiment 2
Opaque
Parent
Transparent
Parent
Feature lures with
a Opaque Parent
Feature lures with a
Transparent Parent
Mean
Transparency
2.72 6.22 5.04 5.49
Mean
Familiarity
6.14 6.17 5.96 6.37
Mean
Concreteness
5.92 5.85 5.78 6.26
K-F Frequency # of Letter # of Syllable Examples
OP features 83.3 (125) 4.4(1.07) 1 (dash, black) board
side (kick, line)
TP features 99.5 (115) 4.4(0.51) 1 (cheek, back) bone
lamp (shade, post)
OP- Opaque; TP= Transparent
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Table 6: Design of Experiment 2
Study items Examples Test items Examples
Opaque drawback OP Old drawback
compound
dumbbell OP New
feature lures with
Opaquefeature
potluck
cowbell
Transparent nutcracker TP Intact nutcracker
compound
cheekbone TP New
feature lures with
Transparent
feature
bloodstain
backbone
Non-compound alcohol Filler Old alcohol
fillers
magazine
beer
couch
Filler New ticket
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Table 7: Mean proportion of “old” response to all items in Experiment 2, with SD
Old New Feature lures
Opaque 0.77 (0.17) 0.22 (0.15) *0.25 (0.15)
Transparent 0.75(0.18) 0.19(0.15) *0.37 (0.23)
Non-compounds 0.77 (0.16) 0.21 (0.17)
*p = 0. 003, one-tail
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Table 8: Mean "oldness" confidence rating to critical lures in Experiment 2, with SD
Mean "oldness" ratinq
Feature lures with Opaque features 2.60 (0.59 )
Feature lures with Transparent features 2.93 (0.74)
New lures 2.34 (0.65)
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Table 9: Characteristics of critical features (top) and compounds (bottom) in Experiment 3
K-F Frequency # of Letter # of Syllable
OP Disassembly 55.50 (93.47) 4.3 (0.97) 1.2 (0.41)
TP Disassembly 65.65 (88.60) 4.6(0.68) 1.1 (0.30)
Filler Shorts 77.98 (140) 4.1 (0.54) 1
OP= Opaque; TP= Transparent
Opaque words Transparent words
Mean Transparency 2.72 (0.64) 6.22 (0.39)
Mean Familiarity 6.14(0.58) 6.17(0.40)
Mean Concreteness 5.92 (0.79) 5.85 (0.73)
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Table 10: Design of Experiment 3
Study items Examples Test items Examples
OP Compound potluck OP Intact potluck
OP New scapegoat
drawback OP disassembly lures draw
dumbbell back
TP Compound nutcracker TP Intact nutcracker
TP New bloodstain
cheekbone TP disassembly lures cheek
battlefield bone
Fillers Short beer FS Intact beer
house FS New milk
Fillers Long vegetable FL Intact vegetable
secretary FL New restaurant
OP= Opaque ; TP= Transparent
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Table 11: Mean proportion of “old” response to all items in Experiment 3, with SD
OP Old
Sinqle Presentation
Short Laq Lonq Laq
0.54 0.78
Multiple
Short Laq
0.68
presentation
Lonq Laq
0.89
OP New 0.37 0.2 0.25 0.11
TP Old 0.53 0.68 0.66 0.83
TP New 0.34 0.19 0.33 0.11
OP Disassembly 0.39 0.22 0.36 0.2
TP Disassembly 0.46 0.37 0.47 0.32
Filler Short Old 0.47 0.63 0.72 0.82
0^B8^ 0.21. -— 0.28*. 0.2i iiicf oriuri jnicw
Filler Long Old 0.58 0.73 0.67 0.85
Filler Long New 0.32 0.18 0.33 0.16
0P= Opaque; TP= Transparent
Grey line refers to baseline error rates.
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Table 12: Corrected Disassembly Errors
Single Presentation Multiple presentation
Short Lag Long Lag Short Lag Long Lag
OP Disassembly false alarm 0.39 0.22 0.36 0.20
(subtract baseline) (-0.38) (-0.21) (-0.28) (-0.20)
Corrected Errors 0 0.01 0.08 0
TP Disassembly false alarm 0.46 0.37 0.47 0.32
(subtract baseline) (-0.38) (-0.21) (-0.28) (-0.20)
Corrected Errors 0.08 0.16 0.19 0.12
OP= Opaque ; TP= Transparent
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Figure 3: Results of Experiment 3: Mean proportion of “old” to all items as a function of processing time
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